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TenBroeck Wins
Mclennon Tournament

LAW STUDENT BRAINS
VICTORIOUS AGAIN
by Christine Salib, USD Law Diversity Committee

by Taylor Wemmer, Staff Writer

After three long years of the USD Law Faculty
dominating the field, the students have finally regained
the title of Battle of the Brains Champions. The student
team You Like That, Right? (3Ls Krystle "Danger''
Berkstresser, "Downtown" Sam Brown, and "Wild" Bill
Healy) defeated the faculty team Diminished Faculties
(Professor Jordan Barry, Professor Michael Kelly, and
Professor Miranda McGowan) in a tense battle to the
end.
This year's compet1tlon was held during February's
Dean's Mixer at the University Center Forums on

See Battle of the Brains, page 6

2011 Paul A. McLennon, Sr. Honors Moot Court <;ompetition Semifinalists: (left to right)
Catherine Hampton, Melisa McKellar (finalist), Elyse Fune, Craig TenBroeck (champion)

Battle of the Brains Champions: (left to right)
Krystle Berkstresser, Sam Brown, Bill Healy

After researching the leading cases o'n school speech, writing a twenty-five page brief, and arguing both sides of th~
issue through several rounds of oral ·arguments, the sixty competitors who entered this year's Paul A. McLennon, Sr.
Honors Moot Court Competition were reduced to two participants. Melisa McKellar and Craig TenBroeck, both 2L
members of the USD Appellate Moot Court Associate Board, stood ready to argue the issues one last time before
members of the USD law school community, family and friends, and three distinguished judges.

I AM WOMAN!
Hear Me Celebrate
Women's History Month

Seated in the theater of the Joan R Kroc Institute of Peace and Justice, the Honorable Carlos T. Bea, Circuit Judge
for the United States Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit; the Honorable Larry Alan Burns, District Judge for the United
States District Court, Southern District of California; and the Honorable Judith McConnell, Presiding Justice of the
First Division, California Fourth District Court of Appeal, came prepared to hear the arguments and were ready with
questions for the competitors.

by Laura Patrick, Staff Writer
Get excited because March is Women's History Month
here in the U.S., and March 8, 2011 marked the lQOlh
anniversary of International Women's Day! "Why do
I care?" you may be asking yourself. Well, first of all,
shame on you for asking because you're probably a man,
and your mother wouldn't be happy to hear you asking
such questions.

Both McKellar, counsel for the petitioner, and TenBroeck, counsel for the respondent, were only thirty seconds into
each of their arguments when Justice McConnell asked her first question. The remainder of the twenty minutes turned
into a conversation between the competitor and the judges, each student making strong arguments for his or her client.
This year's problem, written by Brooke Meling, concerned an offensive rap song that a student wrote and posted to
his blog after school hours and the principal's subsequent disciplinary action. Although Judge Burns admitted that he
made an effort "to avoid hip-hop" and Justice McConnell confessed to only "listening to hip-hop when someone drives
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But seriously, women are a pretty big deal. No matter
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ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW

"In this economy, getting involved in a club differentiates you
from every other student and is a great way to show leadership
qualities," declares Kevin Kwon, 2L SBA Vice President of
Organizations. Kevin should know; the SBA created his
position this year to keep tabs on USD's wide array of oncampus clubs. The V.P. of Organizations is the doorkeeper
for the SBA, which sets aside $170 of funding upon a club's
approval for periodic lunch meetings. Additional money
is available upon request from the discretionary fund for
proposed events that benefit the entire student body.
If you and your besties wish to express your unique leadership
qualities to employers without the cutthroat competition of
popular clubs, there are four easy steps to start your own club
anytime during the school year:

1. Draft a mission statement- its · length can vary. For
instance, the mission statement for Motions includes gems
like "journalistic excellence is the soundest foundation for
success" and "we pledge to seek and report the truth with
honesty, accuracy, and fairness."
2. Create and fill board positions (e.g., tre~surer, secretary,
·v ice President, reigning monarch). Then record the board
members' contact information, and submit it to the SBA so
it knows that it is allotting lunch money to real law students
and not to vagrants.
3. Fmd a faculty advisor. You should find someone who
is interested in and knowledgeable about your club's focus
because I) your advisor will continue the club during
graduation-induced regime changes, 2) your advisor will be
an excellent paneiist, and 3) your advisor can help contact
professionals and colleagues who share the club's focus. If
you cannot find someone with the above criteria, pick an
enthusiastic professor whom you like.
4. Email Kevin Kwon, and ask him to put you on the SBA
agenda to bring your club before the SBA for approval. The
SBA bylaws require a majority by roll call vote, which means
that each SBA club's representative votes individually, and
his or her vote is recorded.
·
NOTE: Next year, clubs will register with the Office for
J.D. Student Affairs, which will oversee all clubs. This will
hopefally create a framework ihat.makes it clear to students
which clubs are active and makes it easier for clubs to plan
events and receive fonding.

And now a moment for those poor, lonely, defunct clubs:
defunct club (n.): a club whose officers and general status is
unknown to the SBA
According to Kevin Kwon, the recent move to deactivating
defunct clubs is both to do some housekeeping (Why keep
it on the books if nothing s happening with it?) and free
up funding. Although the SBA sets aside basic funding for
each club, if a club is not active, the money ends up just
sitting there. Hence, the list of defunct clubs was released in
anticipation of removal.

Emily Scivoletto
Assistant Dean for J .D. Student Affairs

Irene Condella
Assistant Director for J.D. Student Affairs

. .............. ..

MISSION STATEMENT
b ur mission is to provide news, information,
~analysis, and commentary· to the students, faculty,
~taff, and alumni of the University of San Diego,
I·
:the University - of. San Diego .School of Law,'
·and the general legal community of San Diego.
Because journalistic excellence is ·the soundest
foundation for -our success, we pledge to seek
and report · the truth with honesty, accuracy,
a!ld fairµess . These principles are cautiously
guarded by each member of the Motions staff.

"Defunct" .sounds official, but it's easy to reactivate clubs,
provided students act before the SBA permanently removes
a club from the roster. "Step 4," which requires an SBA
majority vote, can be skipped because the defunct club has
already been approved and (more importantly) your lunch
fund has already been allotted. All you need are officers, a
mission statement, and a faculty advisor, and your posse is
ready to head out for .some hot clubbing, complete with a
gourmet Subway buffet.

3L- The Final Stretch
by Kurt Whitman, Editor in Chief
And here come the 3Ls, 'round the bend -. ..

In first place, Crescendo C hris. He's going out like a
shrieking horn-blast. A proud sprint, head held high.
Seemingly effortless in his final stretch, victory is nigh. A
fine specimen, indeed.
In second place, Bookworm Betty. She spent more time
preparing for this race th~ all others combined. Determined,
she squints ii.head at the finish; she is a machine.

Lucky Lisa in third. Not the brightest glow-stick at the
barn-rave, but she knows how to choose the proper route on
a multiple-choice track. Lacks depth, but her favorite No.2
saddle has brought her near the top. ·
·
In fourth is Gunner G. Garfield ID. His push points have
brought him close to the top, but his impressive (incessant?)
neighing can't compete with pure, goal-driven success and
actual talent. You'll hear about his journey though at his
post-race interview.

Fifth place is Carl Casebook, who has a hunch-literally.
He has a hunch in his back from crouching over casebooks
in his cave. He will never run like a fully evolved equine
again, but he's hobbling toward the finish line nonetheless
like a wounded Shetland pony..
Stinky Stan follows in sixth. Boy, does he stink. He focused
all his time on this race and forgot to bathe. Perhaps he can
break ahead- if only he can tail-swat away those flies.
Here comes Slacker Sandy in seventh. She's running at
about the pace we all thought she would. She even managed
to not be in last place, even though she was late to the
starting gate and forgot one of her shoes.
Nonchalant Nancy lags behind in eighth because she
stopped to eat some hay and G-chat with her friend. She
doesn't care; her trainer's the one who wanted her here. As
long as she finishes, she'll be fine.
And there's Jerk Jim in ninth. He spent most of the race
instilting those ahead of him. He's got a pretty nice suit, but
nobody seems to care at this point.

Immoral Ike has fallen to the back of the pack; he started
strong but took a wrong tum after the first bend and has
since decided he doesn't want to run anymore. He' ll finish
though, and you' ll see him networking on a Facebook page
near you. Also, the after-race party is at his stall.
AND IT'S A PHOTO FINISH!
WHATARACE!

••• now let's hope they find jobs •••

GET INVOLVED WITH MOTIONS!
USD Law students can be part of the
Motions team in a variety of ways.
Contact motions@san,diego.edu to see
what positions are currently available.

SUBMISSIONS

Motions welcomes all guest columns,
articles, photographs, artist ic submissions, and
commentaries.
If you are interested in any of the following clubs, contact
We attempt to financially reward
Kevin Kwon. Those with an asterisk remain uncertain, and the Motions staff for its contributions to the
those with an exclamation point are being revived.
·newspaper's growth and success. However , we
are confined to our budget. Therefore, payment
Clubs in the Process of Being Revived:
is never a contributor's right; contributors
submit articles with the understanding that
Native American Law Students Association (NALSA)
they
may not receive any compensation a t all.
Lawyers in Performing Arts*
You can request our current Payment Policy by
Republican Legal Society*
emailing mqtions@sandiego.edu.
Democratic Law Society*
DISCLAIMER
The Editorial Board reserves the right
Christian Legal Society
The contents of Motions do not reflect the views or Running/Fitness Club!
to edit for content , length, style, and the
requirements of appropriate taste.
opinions of the University of.San Diego School of Business Law Society
Negotiations*
Law; the University of San Diego School of Law
ADVERTISE IN MOTIONS
News Organization; or the Editors, Directors, or Surf Law*
Golf Club!
Staff of this newspaper and are solely the products of
FOR CURRENT RATES,
the authors in their individual capacities. Unsigned Currently Defunct Clubs (Save Us!):
PLEASE CONTACT US AT
editorials reflect only the view of the Editorial Board
MOTIONS@SANDIEGO.EDU
.o f this newspaper, a student organization consistent Art Law
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIALS!
· With-University of San Diego School ofLaw policies. READ San Diego
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MOTIONS ONLINE

MOTIONS ONLINE Continues to Impress
Website Nears 10,000 Visitor Mark

THE ptac:e tor new., eveuu,
entertainment. and in11ight
TAKE A PEEK fl STAY AWlllL£

www.modensonDne.org

by Kurt Whitman, Editor in Chief
Since its inception in September 2010, Motions Online has attracted over 9,600 visitors. Although the majority of
these visitors are from the USD Law and San Diego communities, almost half of the website's viewers come from
elsewhere-from locations all over the world. Whether visitors are prospective students, family members, or general
. internet surfers, Motions is making its mark beyond the USD campus. Our hope is that this continued growth will result
in the recognition of our law school's success, as it continues to enhance its programs and make its own mark on the
global legal community.
Our February issue was especially popular on the internet. Leading the way was our collection oflegal-themed Valentine's
candy hearts-which was shared on Facebook and passed around law schools throughout the U.S. Within one day of this
social networking exposure, "Legal-themed Valentine's Candy Hearts" became our all-time most popular po!)t. Besides
other Valentine's Day-related articles, topics such as USD Law's search for its next Dean and last July1s fow oar passage
rate sparked tremendous interest.
Overall, it has been fascinating to witness the website traffic from behind the scenes of Motions Online.~Here are some
statistics showcasing our success during the past six months (no alliteration intended . .. at first): ~ ~ ... • ·-'

TOP MONTHLY ARTICLES

VISITORS TO
MOTIONS ONLINE

SEPTEMBER 2010
l. "Don't Feed the Hippies"
by David Helphrey, 822 views
2. "Owning a Pet During Law School"
by David Park, 259 views
3. " Interview with Asst. Dean Emily Scivoletto"
by Taylor Wemmer, 172 views
4. "On Getting a Job: A lL's Perspective"
by Harvey Zeytuntsyan, 151 views
5. "Intro to the USD Law SBA Executive Board"
by Christina Phan, 128 views

.

'

.

I

- -·

.,

\

SEPT '10

'

FEBRUARY 2011
1. "Legal-themed Valentine's Candy Hearts"
by Motions Editors, 1395 views
2. "Chip Soup: Valentine's Dinner for Law
Students"
by Kurt Whitman, 197 views
3. "The Truth (As I See It) About USD Law and the
Bar Exam"
by Asst. Dean Emily Scivoletto, 190 views
4. "Experienced Dean or Politically Connected
Lobbyist: Your USD Law Dean Finalists"
by Christina Phan, 163 views
5. "My Valentine" (Poem)
by Peachdog Jones, 140 views
6. ''New Parking System, Same Old Story"
by Evan Acker, 138 views
7. "The Neighborhood: India Street"
by Tyler Hazen, 133 views
8. "Exploring USD's Backyard: Tecolote Canyon"
Drew Miazga, 132 views
9. "Bar Passage Rate Depends on Students"
by David Park, 127 views
10. "McLennon Honors Moot Court Tournament
Building on Its Legacy"
by Taylor Wemmer, 112 views

.. "'.,.-

(by Month)

OCTOBER 2010
1. "The Neighborhood: South Park"
by Tyler Hazen, 174 views
2. "First Moot Court Tournament: Barcus on F ire! "
by Christina Phan, 147 views
3. "SBA Halloween Party to Invade Se Hotel"
by Taylor Wemmer, 129 views
4. "Electric Feel"
by Drew Miazga, 102 views
5. "March Fourth Marching Band: Freaky Geeky"
by Nashe/fey Kaplan-Dailey; 96 views
DECEMBER 2010
1. "Death and Law School in Sunny San Diego"
by Kurt Whitman, 261 views
2. "KiJJer Whale Maze"
by Kurt Whitman, 242 views
3. "Moe Shuns, Esq. at Your Service!"
by Moe Shuns, 158 views
4. "The Neighborhood: Nonna! Heights"
by Tyler Hazen, 136 views
5. "Best Smuggling Cases in U.S. History"
by Kurt Whif!nan, 114 views

... .:

OCT '10

NOV '10

TOP TEN ALL-TIME MOST-VIEWED ARTICLES
1.

"Legal-themed Valentine's Candy Hearts" (Feb. 2011)
by Motions Editors
1395 views

2.

"Don't Feed the Hippies" (Sept. 20iO)
by David Helphrey
822 views

3.

"Death and Law School in Sunny San Diego" (Dec. 2010)
by Kurt Whitman
261 views

4.

" Owning a Pet During Law School" (Sept. 2010)
by David Park
259 views

5.

"Killer Whale Maze" (Dec. 2010)
by Kurt Whitman
242 views

Successful Motions
'Co1Jtributo,_ •. 1,

.. ···•· ,,,._

6.

"Chip Soup: Valentine's Dinner for Law Students" (Feb. 2011)
by Kurt Whitman
197 views

7.

"The Truth (As I See It) About U SD Law and the Bar Exam" (Feb. 2011)
by Asst. Dean Emily Scivoletto
~90 views

8.

"The Neighborhood: South Park" (Oct. 2010)
by Tyler Hazen
174 views

9.

"Interview with Assistant Dean Emily Scivoletto" (Sept. 2010)
by Taylor Wemmer
172 views

~·

Loy al Viewer · ~ ·

10. "Experienced Dean or Politically Connected Lobbyist: Your U SD Law Dean Finatis.~" {Feb. :1011):
by Christina Phan
·· .. · -- ~
• •

163 views

- • ·~· •l ••• •• •

· · - ·· ·
.. .

- :

.. . ;1 ,

; ;

• •• • • ( ."f : ~ ·.;,..;
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From Women's History Month, page I .

This year's Faculty Auction will be held in the Warren Hall courtyard on
Thursday, March 24 in collaboration witli tlie Dean's Mixer! Each year, the
Women's Law Caucus hosts the Annual· Faculty Auction and donates the
proceeds to the USD Loan Repayment Assistance Program as well as local
women 's organizations. We will be having a Live Auction of some fantastic
faculty outings in addition to a silent auction of some great books, movie tickets,
and Bar Review packages.
Some of this year's awesome faculty outings include ...
•
All-expenses-paid trip for 2 students to attend a San Diego Padres
game with Professors Richardson and Waterman
•
Wine tasting event for 4 students with Professor Snyder
•
Lunch for 4 students with Professors Barry and Bell
•
Lunch for 4 students at La Gran Terraza with Dean Scivoletto
•
Golf outing for 4 students with Professors Devitt,Minan and Dean Cole
•
Lunch for 4 students with Professor Bcrend and criminal lawyers
practicing in San Diego

what gender you are, Women's History Month is a great
time to reflect on all the contributions that women have
made to the U.S. and the international community in the
past. As a woman myself, I anl especially proud of the
efforts we lady-folk have taken to breach the equality
gap between men and women. Despite some serious
trouble areas (e.g., salary differences, women's rights in
the Middle East, men's continued references to "that time
of the month"), the gap has closed considerably in the last
century.

r

CONTINENT WATCH
International Human Rights Law Society

North America, Mexico, by Ki.an Meshkat

Latin America, VeneZftela, by Samuel Ceballos

~n

Chihuahua, Mexico, human rights defenders suffered
a series of attacks against themselves and their families.
During the most recent attacks, the homes of human rights
defenders Maria Luisa Garcia Andrade and Sara Salazar
were set on fire in separate incidents. Moreover, in Tijuana,
Mexico, human rights defenders Blanca Mesina and Silvia
Vasquez have received repeated death threats due to their
work with 25 municipal police officers from Tijuana, who
allege that members of the Ar.my and the police tortured
them. The death threats began after Mesina and Vasquez
testified about the abuses in a hearing before the InterAmerican Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) of the
Organization of American States, in Washington D.C.

In December 2010, the Venezuelan legislature passed a series
of laws that restrict political rights and free speech. One
such law restricts radio and television content from creating
public anxiety or disrupting public order, and it allows the
government to terminate media licenses at will. Another law
prohibits human rights groups and political organizations
from receiving foreign aid and prevents individuals
monitoring human rights to enter the country should they
"offend the institutions of state, top officials, or attack the
exercise of sovereignty." These new laws not only inhibit the
rights of Venezuelan citizens, but they also prevent Human
Rights Watch and other organizations from monitoring the
rights of the citizens in the country.

Africa, Lilrya, by Samuel Siavoshi
During the recent civil unrest in Africa's Mediterranean rim,
abuses continue to occur in Llbya. The Libyan government
suppressed protesters against Muamrnar el-Qaddafi's 42-year
rule with Special Forces, tanks, and fighter jet bombing, killing
at least 100 people in th.e last few weeks alone. As a result,
human rights organizations called on the United Nations to
suspend Libya's Human Rights Council membership and
refer Libya to the International Criminal Court to investigate
the human rights abuses. Libya's membership in the Council
is incompatible with the body's Charter to protect human
rights. Adding yet another concern on top of the continuing
humanitarian violations, the increasingly tense standoff
between protesters and the government has prompted a
huge exodus from Libya. ·

Middle East, Iraq, by Pia Kaur
Eight years after the U.S.-led invasion ousted Saddam Hussein,
protesters in Iraq continue to decry a lack of improvement
in their daily lives. Officials in Baghdad imposed vehicle bans
in major cities to prevent nationwide rallies over corruption,
unemployment, and poor public services. However, the
demonstrations continue, and on February 25, the biggest
rally to date occurred with Iraqis taking to the streets in at
least 17 cities and towns. A total of 16 people were killed and
more than 130 people were wounded as a result of clashes.
The rallies have led to the resignations of four top officials. In
response, Prime Minister Nuti al-Maliki is pushing measures
to cut politicians' pay and dedicate more money to providing
food for the poor.

Asia, Indonesia, by Michelle Powers

Oceania, Ffji, by Sharai Elko
The recent detention, torture, and ill-treatment of
government critics and activists demonstrate that the Fijian
human rights situation is worsening. At the end of February,
the military detained politician Sam Speight, a cabinet
minister in Laisenia Qarase's deposed government, at the
Queen Elizabeth Barracks. For three days, military officers
beat him repeatedly until he lost consciousness. Speight's
detention and torture followed the arrests of other politicians
and trade unionists that the military threatened and beat. The
government subsequently released all of the activists, but
they continue to fear for their safety. The recent attacks
against the government critics, ongoing censorship of the
media, and intimidation perpetuate fear and violence in Fiji.

Hate crimes targeting Christians and other religious
minorities in Indonesia climaxed last month when a group
of over 1,000 people brutally murdered three followers of
the Ahmadiyah minority faith. The victims were found with
stab wounds and lacerations. International groups, such as
Amnesty International, declared that religious freedom in
Indonesia is "in tatters," and they called upon the government
to enshrine religious pluralism in law and to revoke ~
ministerial decree issued in 2008 that bans the Ahmadiyah's
religious activities. Although the Indonesian president has
condemned the recent violence against religious minorities,
the government not taken steps to revoke the decree or pass
new religious freedom legislation.

Europe, by Tina Ar.shah.-yan
European states are taking an active role to expand the rights
of homosexuals in an effort to recognize the civil rights of
all people. In 2001, the Netherlands' legislature passed laws
extending full civil marriage and adoption rights to same-sex
couples. By 2010, Belgium, Spain, Norway, Sweden, Portugal,
and Iceland followed suit in extending homosexual marriage
rights. In an effort to join the other European states in
enabling same-sex couples to participate in the family life,
Slovenia declared the Family Code, defining "family" to
include homosexuals.

IHRLS CONTACT INFORMATION
Email: ihrlsatusd@gmail.com
Blog: http://usdhumanrights.blogspot.com

This month, organizations around the world will be
rallying women to continue the fight for equality through
celebrations, marches, and fanfare. As I write this,
women are pouring through the streets of London, San
Francisco, and Munich chanting and singing on behalf of
women's successes and the expansion of women's rights
in the future. People are gathering in unlikely places
such as Afghanistan, Iraq, and the Democratic Republic
of Congo. CARE, a humanitarian organization, will be
lighting the Empire State Building the color orange in
honor of International Women's Day. What orange bas
to do with women, I'm not sure, but hey, they' re doing
something. Even celebrities are rejoicing-for proof,
Google "Daniel Craig Dresses Like a Woman to Promote
International Women's Day."
As a sign of solidarity, we should all take time this March
to celebrate the accomplishments that women have made
in this great big world of ours. Despite some small
setbacks for women in recent years (I'm talking to you,
Paris Hilton and Cosmo magazine, both of whom I'm
sure are reading this), the movement towards equality
continues. Since the announcement of the first
International Women's Day, some
incredible strides have been
made by women here in the
U.S., including the following:
the
Women's
Suffrage
Movement; the adoption of
the Nineteenth Amendment;
judicial
approval
for
birth control; and the
passages of the Equal
Pay Act, The Violence
Against Women Act,
and the Pregnancy
Discrimination Act.
But long before the establishment of an official Women's
Day, strong women throughout history have been
representin' the more oppressed gender. The female
Pharaoh Hatshepsut called herself a "female Hqrus" and
was crowned King of Egypt in 1473 B.C., proving that
men weren't the only divinely ordained Egyptian rulers.
In the male-dominated 1800s, pioneering feminist, social
reformer, educator, philosopher, social scientist, and allaround renaissance woman Harriet Martineau published
over 50 books and almost 2,000 articles in her lifetime,
a remarkable feat for someone of any gender. And who
could forget Marie Curie? Considered the first modem
female scientist, she was the first person (notjustwoman)
to ever win a Nobel Prize for two different scientific
disciplines.
Still not feeling inspired? Well, just consider all the things
you wouldn't have in your life if a woman hadn't invented
them. Stuck on the eighth floor of a burning building?
Well, you better jump out the window because a woman
invented the fire escape. Found yourself in a gunfight ·
while trying to stop a bank robbery? Hope you don't get
shot because Stephanie Kwolek invented Kevlar in 1966.
Fell off a cruise ship and slowly drowning in the sea? You
probably wish someone had invented the life raft, which
Maria Beaseley did in 1882. Need an engine muffler,
ironing board, chocolate chip cookie, or White Out? Yeah,
all invented by ladies. Oh, and guess who delivered you
into this world?
So, while it's proven that humanity couldn't have come
this far without women (it's science), there's still much
room for improvement in the women's rights department.
There continues to be violence, discrimination, and
oppression against women across the globe. Countries
like ours should use Women's History Month to not only
commemorate the· accomplishments of women from the
past but continue the fight for women's rights in the
future. It doesn't matter how you choose to celebrate,
whether it be by donning a dress with Daniel Craig or
breaking out that dusty circular saw (invented by Tabitha
Babbit in 1812), just make sure you honor all the women
in your life this month because the world would be a
pretty lame place without them.
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say the situation can have serious repercussions. The
International Atomic Energy Agency. rates the situation
high risk, a level 6 rating out of seven total levels, which
suggests potentially dangerous nuclear incidents. Time
will tell; efforts to cool the reactors continue.
THE TSUNAMI'S EFFECT ON THE U.S.
On March 11, tsunami warnings were given out for
Hawaii and along the coasts of California, Oregon, and
Washington. The biggest waves outside of Japan were
in California's Crescent City, where they reached 6-7
feet. No major damage occurred in any of these regions.
There was, however, one casualty in Klamath, Northern
California, where a 25-year-old man was swept out to sea
when he attempted to photograph the tsunami. Radiation
levels from the nuclear plant have also been detected in
the U.S., although at extremely low, harmless levels.
THE CURRENT STATE OF JAPAN

TsunaIDi
Devastates Japan
by Jyoti Jennings, Associate Editor
According to an ancient Japanese myth, the god Kashima
restrains a giant catfish called Namazu, who lives in the
mud beneath the earth. When Kashima lets his guard fall,
Namazu thrashes about, causing an earthquake. Japan lies
beside a major fault line that is part of the Pac.ific Ring of
Fire, an area of tectonic plate collision accounting for 90%
of the world's earthquakes. The Japanese call the giant
waves that result from these earthquakes' displacement
of seawater tsunamis. In Japanese history, the moods of
quaking land and engulfing sea are well-known.
THE 2011 JAPANESE EARTHQUAKE &
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On March 11, 2011; at about 2:46 p.m., an 8.9-9.0
magnitude earthquake, the fifth largest recorded since
1900, hit Japan. It originated northeast of Tokyo. People
throughout the island, many of them at work, sought
clearings indoors and out to avoid falling debris.
Twenty minutes later, tsunami waves had swallowed
the city of Sendai on the east side of Japan. Within 30
minutes, tsunamis hit the Iwate and Miyagi prefectures, as
well as other areas along the east coast. Three hours later,
the tsunamis had still not abated, engulfing the coastline at
reported speeds of 500 mph. There was simply no time for
most people to evacuate, and no way to outrun a 500 mph
wall of water. As waves rushed in, buildings, cars, and
boats were gathered up into a blackened mass of wreckage
and churning water that left nothing in its path.
As of March 22, the death toll bas reached 9,079. Another
12,782 people remain missing. Officials expect the death
toll to eventually top 18,000. These estimates were initially
hard to calculate because many victims were likely washed
out to sea with the receding water. Four entire trains are
missing, along with a ship carrying 100 people. Fires broke
out in many cities hit by the tsunami, further destroying
what little remained of these coastal areas. An oil refinery
blaied in Ichihara City, and in northeast Fukushima, a dam
burst. The tsunami has also caused serious damage to the
Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant.
THE FUKUSIDMA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
There are four stricken reactors in the Fukushima nuclear
plant; the cooling system is the problem. Post-tsunami, a
fire broke out in a nuclear fuel storage pond, and the liquid
was boiling. Teams are currently dumping seawater on the
area in an attempt to sufficiently cool things down. The
danger is, if the water boils away, the nuclear rods will be
exposed and disburse radiation in greater concentrations.
Some radiation is indeed currently being leaked. People
within 20 miles have been warned to stay in their homes.
Some scientists say that the situation is not as serious as
it has been characterized and that any effect beyond local
areas is doubtful. For one thing, the amount of radiation
that could be released by a nuclear reactor is significantly
Jess than the amount from an atomic bomb. But some

Besides the staggering death toll, there are an estimated
430,000 people left homeless. Many are seeking shelter
in schools, shrines, and office buildings . . Right now,
most people's bathrooms consist of plastic bags, and
temperatures are plunging to 23 degrees Fahrenheit.
There is a severe shortage of food, blankets, and medical
supplies. In non-coastal regions, a shortage in fuel due to
damage done to nine oil refineries has led to extensive
power cuts and has impeded the transportation of supplies.
Meanwhile, "panic buying" has resulted in shortage.
RELIEF EFFORTS
Relief workers include 80,000 troops, Japan's Red Cross
(90 medical teams), and aid from more than 100 countries,
including the U.S. Navy and the U.K. Search and Rescue
Team. Those aboard the U.S.S. Ronald Reagan continue
to help, despite exposure to radiation from the Fukushima
reactors. More U.S. Navy ships are expected to arrive.
Google has created a crisis response page where visitors
can easily donate funds. The page also provides an
extensive information bank focused on Japan, including a
"person finder" program where users can either try to find
someone or provide information about a found person.
People around the world are reading or watching what
happened and finding their hearts going out to Japan.
The Japanese people themselves are lrying to maintain
a resilient spirit-a resilience born perhaps of a timeless
wisdom in accepting nature's events as being part of a
larger balance. Often unfathomable, that balance must
be trusted and accepted if people are to move forward. A
wise Japanese proverb states simply, Keizoku wa chikara
nari-"Perseverance is strength."
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A Tertiu111 Quid
Unfolds in Egypt
by Jessica Payne, Associate Editor
The U.S. has supported several dictators, believing that by
doing so, it will prevent radical Islam from seizing control.
However, why are there only two options? In case you
have been living under a rock (or in law school), the
Egyptian Revolution supports a third option, or a tertium
quid if you will- popular, self-determined democracy.
Pervasive unrest in Egypt over unemployment, corruption,
and poverty sparked the first protests on Jan. 25, 2011
in Ismailiya, Alexandria, Suez, and Cairo. During
Mubarak's 20-year presidency, the state-run media aired
. massive amounts of propaganda with harsh penalties
for journalists who criticized the government.
For
example, renowned blogger and journalist Wael Abbas
was sentenced to six months in prison for being convicted
of "providing a telecommunications service to the public
without permission." The protest was mainly fueled by
the most affected and idealistic social group, the Egyptian
youth. They were largely responsible for propagating the
protests using Facebook and camera phones to stay off the
government's radar. In fact, after the outburst of protests,
the Egyptian government realized how influential social
media was and completely shut down Egyptian Internet
Service Providers for eight days. Facebook, blogging, and
Twitter were also topics of interest when interrogating
detained revolutionaries.
After 17 days of protesting, on February 10, rumors
circulated that President Mubarak was going to announce
his resignation, but instead he transferred some power to
the Vice President and addressed the Egyptian citizens
"from the heart, as a father speaks to his children" and
refused to leave office. The protesters were incensed, and
on February 11, they marched on the Presidential palace,
and finally Mubarak resigned office.
When Mubarak stepped down, he delegated power
to Mohamed Hussein Tantawi, leader of the Supreme
Council of Armed Forces. However, the Egyptian
Constitution calls for the Speaker of the House to serve as
acting President, so the Armed Forces' intervention gives
the impression of a military coup. Following Mubarak's
resignation, revolutionaries systematically exposed the
Mubarak regime's human rights abuses.
Egypt's future is important to the U.S. in several ways.
First, Egypt is a powerful member of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries ("OPEC"). Second, Egypt
is a cornerstone of peace-building in the Middle East and
became the first country in its region to officially recognize
Israel in 1977. Third, Egypt has been a long-standing U.S.
ally, and accordingly, Egypt is the second largest recipient
ofAmerican foreign aid-it receives about $2 billion each
year.
The Egyptian singer nicknamed the Voice of Egypt,
Mohamed Mounir, croons in his song "Ezzay" about the
Revolution, comparing Egypt to a lover: "How to make
you happy with me, dear? Your name is beloved but you
continue to upset me. How can you not feel my basic
goodness?" Similarly, the U.S. should trust that the best
government for Egypt is created with Egyptians' own
special something, their tertium quid. ·
SOURCES
Terrell E. Arnold, Egyptian Revolution Not an Arab Event, RENsE.COM, Feb.
19, 20 11, http://www.rense.com/general92/gegy.htm.
E lizabeth Blair, The Songs ofthe Egyptian Protests, NPR, Feb . 11, 201 1,
http://www.npr.org/201 1/02/ l l I 13369 L055/M usic-Inspires-Egyptian-Protests.

Egypt, Amnesty Int' I, http://www.amnesty.org/en/rcgion/egypt (last visited
Mar. l 1, 20 11).
Egypt Internet Shutdown Q&A. !SOC M ONTHLY NEWSLEITER, http://isoc.org/
wp/newsletter/?p=3 I 00 (last visited Mar. 11, 201 1).
Egypt's Facebook Faceoff (Video), PBS, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/
frontline/201 1/02/egypts-facebook-faccoff-vidco.html (last v is ited Mar. 11,
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Barrister's Ball: Prom All Over Again
by Taylor Wemmer, Sta.ff Writer
Fresh off the success of a well-attended Halloween party in the fall, the SBA rallied once again to host the largest event
of the spring semester: the Barrister's Ball.
This USD tradition, affectionately referred to as "Law School Prom," was held on the top floor of the beautiful Bahia
Hotel, which sits directly on Mission Bay.
The ladies were elegant, the gentlemen were handsome, and the seats surrounding the dance.floor were empty as most
people danced the night away.
In order to avoid the long line that greeted students attending the Halloween party this past October, the SBA delivered
orange wristbands to student mailboxes on Thursday night. These wristbands were one's ticket into the ballroom, and
each wristband-wearer could enjoy unlimited free drinks until 10 p.m.
Prime rib and various appetizers were also available at the beginning of the night, but these popular food items
disappeared quickly. If you decide to skip out on dinner before the ball next year, make sure to arrive early so that you
do not miss out on the food selection!
In addition to the dance floor and ample seating around the ballroom, one of the Ball's highlights was the photo booth that
printed your free photos instantly. Couples or groups of friends, standing in front of a green backdrop, used a touchscreen
computer to choose between six different background options. You could be transported to the lighted Eiffel Tower in
Paris, visit New York City's Statue of Liberty, or escape to a tropical beach and walk away with a photo to prove it. An
extra bonus was the box of hats, sunglasses, and feather boas, making your already glamorous ball photos even more
frame-worthy.
"The ball was a great success," said Jon Salt, IL SBA Representative for Section C. "The wristbands worked out well,
and, most importantly, everyone looked good!"
Don't miss out on this great event next year!
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From Battle of the Brains, page I
February 17. While students feasted at a Mexican fiesta,
the DRUMMING TROUPE announced the Fifth Annual
Battle ofthe Brains, emceed by Professor Junichi Semitsu.
You Like That, Right? trumped fellow 3L student team
Team Shamwow (Breeanna Fujio, Celeste Mowatt, and
Matthew Gunby) in categories such as "Things That Start
with F" and " Songs With Animal Names in the Title" to
advance to the finals. Afterwards, the two faculty teams,
Diminished Faculties and Intentional Infliction of Trivial
Distress (Professor Steve Smith, Professor Walter Heiser,
and Dean Mary Jo Wiggins), competed in categories
including "Neither Straight Nor Real" and "Brush My
Teeth With a Bottle of Jack" until Diminished Faculties
finally came out on top.
The final round was a battle to the end, with categories
like "Kevins Who Haven't Announced Their
Resignations Yet" and "When It Comes to His Popularity,
Hosni Mubarak Is in Da Nile." Just when it seemed like
the students were doomed to suffer another loss, Brown
answered the final question in "The Alphabet" to send
him and Diminished Faculties team member Professor
McGowan into the tiebreaker round. Professor McGowan
put up a good fight during the round, each contestant
having to name a professional football, soccer, baseball,
and basketball team in California. But Brown came out
victorious.
Remarked MVP Sam Brown, "After missing a couple
questions against McGowan, I thought she had me dead
to rights. She knows her stuff and is a fierce competitor. I
· knew I had to be at my best against her. I was shocked she
missed the question that I stole to send it to the tiebreaker.
It felt like the crowd exploded when I stole that question.
It was motivating to have that kind of support."
A special thanks to the Diversity Committee for putting
on the event and to Dean Cole for his continued support.

Free Cookies at the GLC
by Grad & Law Commons Student Staff
USD's Graduate and Law Student Commons
is more than a relaxed atmosphere to study; it
is a wholesome and open community within
the university itself. Located on the fourth
· floor of the University Center, the Commons
offers a beautiful vista of the east side of campus as
well as the Pacific Ocean. Furnished with comfortable
couches, arm chairs, round tables, and study carrells,
students can study independently, enjoy refreshments,
take a nap, watch television, and more! Students use the
refrigerator, water cooler, coffee pot, and other amenities
for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks. The large flatscreen television provides students with the opportunity
to unwind with a favorite movie, catch the latest sports
game, or stay up to date on political debates.

Rachael Mills, Tyler Hazen, Evan Grist, and Kiley Morgan hit the photo booth at the Barrister's Ball

13arrister's 13a{{2011
tfM Suyreme Court •
KING:
Nick Fox
QUEEN: Natalie Price

TIGER BLOOD ADONIS:

Charlie Sheen

COURT:
Kevin Brown, Noah Buxton
Noah Buxton, Tyler Hazen
Umar Hussain, Hailey Lennon
Jon Salt, Ben White
Alexander Yen
MOTIONS IS NOW ON FACEBOOK
BE OUR FRIEND, AND RECEIVE THE LATEST NEWS &UPDATES

www.facebook.com/usdlawmotions

The Commons offers a wonderful break from the often
monotonous atmosphere of the library, and many students
choose the Commons as their main location to study. The
Commons presents social opportunities for graduate
students across campus to mingle, network, learn, and
simply enjoy themselves. Also within the Commons is
the Office of Graduate Ministry, which provides spiritual
guidance for our students, and hosts many events, such
as the monthly Theology on Tap. The Graduate and
Law Student Commons may be a new addition, but it is
quickly becoming a strong tradition.
UPCOMING PROGRAM: (March 23)
Graduate Student Life and Career Services invites you
to FREE cookies, a coffee coupon, and a resume/CV
critique, as well as helpful suggestions for ways to
improve your interviewing skills.

SESSION INCLUDES:
*Resume and/or cover letter critique
*Creating your Resume/CV and cover letter
*Interviewing techniques
*Putting your career in context, depending on your area
of grad studies
*Your "Career?"
*Other questions
To book your spot, register today at:
http://doodle.com/m5ds8eq3zq3pqsmv
(3 open slots per 20-minute session)
You can also RSVP by phone at (619) 260-2227 or in
person at the Commons (SLP #401). It's an opportunity
you don't want to miss! See you there!
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Law's Grace Courtroom and open to USD students.

Judge Thotnpson
Retnetnbered

Judge was a "role model as to what a _lawyer and a j udge
should be," stated Judge Thompson's former law clerk
Andrea Russi. A memory of the Judge that will remain
with her is of "him typing away on the typewriter"
because be never used a computer, or as he called it, the
magic box. After a year of working with the Judge, Russi
knew him to have left work early only once, and that was
to watch the All-Star Game. Judge was "courteous and
kind-on and off the bench."

by Christina Phan, Senior Staff Writer
"Our community bas truly lost a legal giant who was an
excellent jurist with a very sharp intellect, a great teacher,
who was very patient and kind and cared deeply about
helping to educate and develop the next generation of
attorneys," stated former judicial extern Jerrilyn Malana.
On Saturday, February 19, 2011 , Senior Judge for the U.S.
Court ofAppeals for the Ninth Circuit David R. Thompson
passed away at the age of80. After 25 years on the bench,
Judge Thompson earned himself a reputation, as noted
by fellow Ninth Circuit Judge M. Margaret McKeown,
as a "quiet force of common sense and faimess." 1 Judge
Thompson "never lost his analytical edge and never lost
his heart. " 2
Judge Thompson was born in San Diego on December 26,
1930 and earned both his undergraduate and law degrees
at the University of Southern California. Following law
school, Thompson served in the Navy for two years. After
his honorable discharge, he spent 28 years specializing
in the realm of business litigation in San Diego. In 1985,
Thompson was appointed to the judiciary by President
Ronald Reagan.3
Judge Thompson once noted that in high school he had
considered becoming a professional actor. However,
due to his legal legacy he knew that be would follow
in his family's footsteps. 4 Judge Thompson's father
was a Superior Court judge, and his grandfather started
practicing law in San Diego in 1908. Thompson's older
brother, Gordon Thompson, Jr., is a federal judge for
California's Southern District, and his daughter, Carolyn
Thompson Kelly, is an attorney.

Judge Thompson was beloved and praised by all who had
the opportunity to know and interact with him. He helped
to hone and inspire generations of new attorneys. As San
Diego and the Ninth Circuit say farewell to one of the
legal greats, we look to the new bastion of attorneys who
have bad the influence and firm guiding hand of Judge
Thompson for their future positive contribution to the
profession. Judge Thompson shall be missed; however,
his inspirational spirit shall remain a notable presence in
the San Diego legal community.

1

As a native San Diegan, Judge Thompson "was a great
advocate for San Diego," noted former law clerk Marc
Greenwald. Greenwald said that he could talk about the
Judge for hours, and be remembers the Judge's continued
"encourage[ment of] his clerks to take advantage of
everything San Diego had to offer, and .. . bis commitment
to the San Diego legal education community by regularly
hiring interns from local law schools." On behalf of USD
Law, Dean Kevin Cole reported his sadness over Judge
Thompson's passing and appreciation of Thompson for all
the opportunities he provided students throughout the years. 5
Before his death, Judge Thompson was scheduled to sit on
a panel to hear oral arguments for the Ninth Circuit at USD

Carol J. Williams, David R. Thompson D ies at 80;
Reagan Appointee to 9th Circuit, L.A. TtMES, Feb.
23, 2011 , available at http:7/www.Jatimes.com/news/ obituaries/la-me-judge-david-thompson-20 J 10223,0,3927 680.story. ·
i

··

Id.

David Madden, N inth Circuit Court ofAppeals Mourns
Death ofJudge David R. Thompson, PUBLIC INFORMATION ·
3

OFFICE: UNITED STATES COURT FOR THE NINTHCIRCUIT,
Feb. 22, 2011 , http://www.ce9.uscourts.gov/absolutenm/
articlefiles/302-Ninth_Circuit_Thompson_ Obituary2.pdf.
4
Williams, supra note 1.
5 Kevin Cole. Event Cancellation: US. Ninth Circuit
Court ofApp eals Special Sitting at USD . UNIV. OF
SAN DLEGO ScH. OF LAw NEws CTR., Feb. 2 1, 2011 ,
http://www.sandiego.edu/law/newsfnews_releases/
newslist.php?_foc us=38 173.

Q & A WITH USD LAW CAREER SERVICES
by Cara Mitnick, Assistant Dean for Career Services, and Lakshmi Paranthaman, Employer Olltreach and Commllnications Manager
The current legal job market is one of the most challenging we've seen in decades. After two years of net losses, the national legal sector netted only 1,200 jobs in 2010. 1 While the
market is beginning to improve, students understandably ask what their Career Services office is doing to help them. Although we can't communicate all of our efforts in a newspaper
article, we want to take this opportunity to answer some of your questions:
What types of employer outreach do you conduct on behalf of the .
school?
Each semester, we reach out to over 5,000 employers across all sectors,
including small and large law firms, government agencies, public interest organizations,
and corporations, to encourage them to recruit at USD. Three times a year, we call every
federal judge in Southern California to capitalize on all judicial externship opportunities,
and each spring we call every public defender, city attorney, and district attorney's
office in California, Arizona, and Nevada to identify potential hiring opportunities. In
conjunction with the Dean, we reach out to all registered USD alumni, encouraging
their organizations to hire our graduates and follow up with over 1,000 alumni phone
calls. Similarly, to jumpstart the scbool 's new corporate counsel internship program,
we called, e-mailed, and met with over 200 corporate counsel attorneys and presented
to the local Association of Corporate Counsel to inform and answer questions about our
internship programs.
In addition to our fall and spring recruiting programs, we coordinate job fairs to
make it convenient for employers to recruit USD law students. Last year, we organized
the "USD in LA" interview program to increase hiring opportunities in Los Angeles and
worked with other Jaw schools to coordinate Government Career Day, Public Interest
Career Day, the Patent Law Program, and the Tax LLM Fair. For students pursuing
job searches outside of San Diego, we process law school reciprocity requests for their
target markets.
. ·
As you know, approximately 80% of job.opportunities are never posted. To stay
abreast of unannounced job openings and to further strengthen employer relationships,
our staff members attend an average of 25 networking events each month outside of
business hours. We refer qualified USD students for these positions, many of whom are
subsequently hired.
1.

2. Have your outreach efforts been successful?
Last year, the number of fall recruiting employers at USD Law increased 30%
over the previous year, followed by a 15% increase in spring recruiting participants.
Other California law schools reported fall improvement rates ranging from (-7%) to
12%.2
We are in the process of completing our class of2010 employment statistics.
For the class of2009, approximately 47.8% of USD graduates reported receiving their
jobs through OCI or the Symplicity job board. This is higher than the national average
of3 8.7%3 and that of peer schools like Loyola Law School (39.6%). 4
3. What about current employers?
In addition to new employer outreach, we maintain a high employer retention
rate. We call every employer participating in formal recruiting over the last three years
and encourage each to recruit again at USD. When employers are slow or reluctant to
re-register, we complete the forms for their approval. When large employers decline
to participate in our recruiting programs, Assistant Dean Mitnick and Dean Cole take
hiring managers to lunch to encourage continuous recruiting relationships.
We also work to retain employers by ensuring an exceptional interview
experience. We treat employers who interview ~m-campus to breakfast and lunch,

provide them with customized applicant facebooks5 and thank-you gifts, accommodate
all scheduling requests and changes, and make student reminder calls to ensure a full
interview schedule.
4. How do you determine which job listings appear on the job board?
Unlike many law schools that repost unsolicited, commercial job board
listings, we have generally restricted job board listings to actively solicited employers
or employers seeking USD Law students, directing students to useful websites for
unsolicited ·positions. While this results in fewer listings, our postings gamer a
much higher rate of return. Whereas 2.5% of commercial job board listings result in
employment,6 our job board opportunities derive internship and job offers more than
43% of the time.
5.

Are there any other programs you offer outside of our formal
recruiting programs and the job board?
Each year, we host over 250 panels, programs, and events to inform students
about career prospects and provide networking opportunities with potential employers.
We also conduct spring 'and fall alumni mock interview programs and update the
Symplicity alumni directory to make sure contact information is accurate.
To assist with judicial clerkship applications, we work with faculty, faculty assistants,
and employers to ensure that recommendation letters are submitted on time. In 2009, we
formatted and uploaded 8,631 recommendation letters into OSCAR and processed 7,782
printed recommendations. In addition, we offer the Fall Government Mailing Program
to assist with federal government mail request applications.
Finally, we are always happy to meet with you individually, review your
application materials, conduct mock interviews, and help you create a custom job search
plan. To accommodate the schedules of working students, we are open Wednesday
nights until 7:00 p.m. If you would like to schedule a career counseling appointment,
further discuss our outreach efforts and programs, or share new ideas and suggestions,
please contact us at any time by e-mailing lawcareers@sandiego.edu or calling (619)
260-4529.
1 Tom Huddleston, Jr., Janua1y Jobs Report: Marginal Growth in L egal Jndust1y , AMERICAN LAWYER,
Feb. 4, 2011 , http://wWw.law.com/jsp/taVPubArticleTAL.jsp?id= 12024808 13627&hbx login=l.
2 Sara Randozzo & Kari Ham anaka, Firms Signaling Recruiting Optimism, L.A. DAILY JOURNAL, Aug.
17. 2010, cited in David Lat, Fall Recruiting Glillers in the Golden Stale, ABOVE THE LAW, A ug. 18,
20 I 0, http://abovethelaw.com/20 I 0/08/fall-recruiting-shines-in-the-golden-state.
3 See NAT'L Ass'N OF LEGAL PRoF'LS (''NALP"), CLASS OF 2009 NATIONAL SUMMARY REPORT (2010) ,
available at http://www.nalp.org/uploads/NatlSummaryChartClassoftl9.pdf (total percentage calculated
by adding "Fall OCI," "Job Posting," and " Spring OC!" statistics).
• LoYOLA LAW Sett., FINAL EMPLOYMENT REPORT FOR THE CLASS OF 2009 (20 I 0), available at http:
//intranet.lls.edu/careerse.rvices/stats/employmentstats .pdf (calculated as number of students
repo rting Career Services job postings, referrals, or OC! as job source divided by number of question
respondents).
5 As requeste d by employers and agreed to by inte rviewees, we create printed handouts of se lected
interview candidates' Student Faces headshots for employer reference.
6
NALP, supra note 3.
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DISTINGUISHED NATIVE-AMERICAN LAW PROFESSOR SPEAKS AT USO
by Kurt Whitman, Editor in Chief
the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act ("IGRA"). IGRA
states that for tribes to have Class ill gaming (which
means Vegas-style games-not Bingo), tribes must
negotiate with states for "revenue sharing" compacts.
One problem, however, is that because of the Eleventh
Amendment, tribes cannot sue states for bad faith
negotiation, so therefore, once again, tribes are not on the
same footing as the government. 12

On February 17, Professor Angelique EagleWoman spoke at
USD on the topic ofNative American Law in a presentation
titled "Tribal Nations-United States Relations: Policy
Eras and Future Developments." The presentation was
sponsored by USD's Department of Ethnic Studies, The
Southern California Tribal Chairmen's Association, USD's
Native American Students Organization (''NASO/USD"), 1
and USD Law Professor Orly Lobel.
Professor EagleWoman condensed an entire overview of
Tribal Nation Law and U.S. Federal Indian Law into an
hour-and-a-half PowerPoint Presentation. She took her
audience of approximately 50 and brought us through the
legal history of American Indian tribes' relationship to the
U.S. Government. 2 Much of this focused on the distinct eras
of U.S. ''Indian policy" such as Reservation,3 Termination,
and Self-Determination.4 Her passion for Native American
Law emanated through her presentation that night.
She first discussed the origins of U.S. Federal Indian
Law jurisprudence. She talked about "Indians" in the
U.S. Constitution. The only place that the word "Indian"
currently appears in this docwnent is the Commerce Clause
(Art. I, Sec. 8, Cl. 3), which states that "Congress shall have
power To regulate C~:11nmerce ... with the Indian Tribes."5
This sub-clause is aptly named " the Indian Commerce
,Clause." The U.S. Supreme Court has interpreted this
language to mean that the federal government-not states
or individuals- has exclusive power to regulate all affairs
with tribes. An abundance of Federal Indian Law is codified
within Title 25 of the U.S. Code-Title 25 is made up
entirely of laws pertaining to Native Americans.
She discussed California's disturbing treatment of Native
Americans within its history: State-sanctioned efforts to
exterminate Indians and bounties offered to hunt Indian
people are just two examples. She mentioned how Natives
sought refuge within the California Mission System (which
itself was not free of atrocities).6 Professor EagleWoman
believes that part of this cruel treatment in California was
'due to California's beautiful land a:nd abundant natural
resources, which non-Natives certainly found appealing.
She did note that our state has actually led the way for some
areas of Native American legal rights. One example of this
• is the la'Y surrounding the protection of tribes' sacred sites.
She talked about early 1800s Supreme Court decisions
, regarding Native Americans. Three cases in particular,
' known as the Marshall Trilogy because Chief Justice John
Marshall presided over all three, helped establish modem
'Federal Indian Law. These cases were Johnson v. M'Jntosh
~ (holding that the U.S. gained the exclusive right to purchase
..; land title from tribes via Britain under the Doctrine of
Discovery, and that Indians merely occupied their lands),7
'. ,Cherokee Nation v. Georgia (using ward-guardian language
to hold that tribes are "domestic dependent nations"),8 and
,Worcester v. Georgia (holding that federal laws preempt
state laws on Indian lands).9 She also mentioned the 1903
Supreme Court case Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock, which held
ihat Congress could unilaterally violate treaties the U.S.
.Government had made with Indian tribes. 10
•<

.:She' discussed the complex laws of Tribal Jurisdiction. 11
· One point that stood out to me is that although tribes have
· criminal ~urisdiction over all members ·o f their particular
"tiibescand other Indians, the penalties are shockingly low.
.Congress, through the Indian Civil Rights Act, set maximwn
· ~nalnes of a $5,000 fine and one year incarceration for
~< any"Crime:- Professor EagleWoman stated that this statutory
maximum increases ifthe criminal defendant is represented
by counsel: The maximums then become $15,000 and three
years incarceration. Because of these restrictions, tribes
have had difficulty handling violent crimes on tribal lands.
Professor EagleWoman talked about Indian Gaming under

·Professor EagleWoman talked about many other Native
American Law topics, 13 but she concluded her presentation
by discussing the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (''The Declaration"), which originated in 1982
and was adopted by the United Nations in 2007. 14 The
Declaration establishes individual and collective rights
of indigenous peoples in the areas of culture, identity,
language, employment, health, and education. Key
components include "the rights of indigenous peoples to
maintain and strengthen their own institutions, cultures
and traditions, and to pursue their development in keeping
with their own needs and aspirations"; the prohibition of
·discrimination against indigenous people; and indigenous
people's "full and effective participation in all matters
~at concern them and their right to remain distinct
and to pursue their own visions of economic and social
development." When adopted in 2007, Russia abstained
from the vote, and four nations (Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, and the U.S.) refused to approve it at all. Three
of the nations. that originally refused have since approved

The Declaration, and the fourth-the U.S., in a December
20 I 0 statement by President Barack Obama- has
conditionally approved it. 15
Professor EagleWoman hopes that The Declaration-a
response to Feqeral Indian Law-will help change the
entire world. She said that because "the U.S. has exported
its cruel indigenous treatment; we have a responsibility"
to ensure that indigenous peoples have rights such as
free, prior, and informed consent before government
intervention on sacred sites. 16 And she hopes that
indigineous peoples will one day own their land, rather
than simply occupy it as Johnson v. Mcintosh held.
The law, she said, is a societal agreement. As we
change, we adopt new laws. The Declaration establishes
a customary international law, and hopefully tribal
changes will happen soon. This is certainly an exciting
development in the law and livelihoqd of all indigenous
peoples. I am fortunate to have h~d the opportunity to
learn from Professor EagleWoma.n that night.
ENDNOTES

J NASO/USO's current president welcomed everyone before the
presentation and asked USO students to join the organization.
Because she and other members are graduating, they are worried
that the organization will become defunct- she stated how much
the organization has helped her and other Native American students
throughout their undergraduate experience. Similarly, USO Law's
Native American Law Students Association ("NALSA") is on SSA's
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - list of potentially defunct organizations and has been inactive since
Spring 2009. According to SBA, however, the club is "in the process
~
of being revived."
2
As far as I know, I was the only USO Law student there . .. unless
you count my wife, who is related to a law student. Of course, the
Battle of the Brains was happening the same night directly above us
in the UC-so for most of my colleagues, beer and trivia prevailed. A
number of law students from Thomas Jefferson School of Law were
there, perhaps because Professor Eagle Woman attended TJSL's Native
American Women and the Law Conference that weekend. See Native
American Women and the Law Conference, http://www.tjsl.edu/
node/2821 (last visited Mar. 5, 201 I). USO Law has not offered a
Native American Law course in at least four years, although ''Native
American Law" is listed as a potential elective within the Public
Interest Law Concentration.
3 Professor Eagle Woman clarified that when tribes agreed to live
on reservations, they reserved lands to the U.S. The U.S. has never
granted any land to tribes-tribes ceded their lands to the U.S.
4
She mentioned how from an international viewpoint, selfdetermination means to choose one's own destiny. Conversely, for
Indians, self-determination means being allowed to use money from
the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs to run social service programs.
5
The 1789 Constitution originally mentioned Indians when
determining how many representatives a state can have in Congress.
Indians did not count as citizens (or toward determining congressional
representation) unless they paid taxes. Most Indians did not become
official U.S. citizens until Congress passed the Indian Citizenship Act
in 1924. Even then, some states refused to allow American Indians to
vote in elections-Arizona's Native. population, for example, did not
receive the right to vote until 1948. It was a lawsuit from an American
Ind.ian World War )1 veteran that led to that right. See Harrison v.
Laveen, 196 P.2d 456 (Ariz. 1948).
6
For an objective telling of an early history of the land that is now
California, see ROGER L. NICHOLS, AMERICAN INDIANS IN U.S. HISTORY
89-90 (2003) (describing cultural colJision between the Spanish
and Native peoples, including the Kumeyaay, in the creation of the
California Mission System). California's American Indian population
fell 75% between the late 1700s and 1850 due primarily to cruel
treatment and harsh conditions imposed by the Spanish. See id.
7
Johnson v. Mcintosh, 21 U.S. 543 (1823). Professor EagleWoman
pointed out that although this decision tremendously impacted tribal
property rights, no tribe was a party to this case or knew about the
decision.
8
Cherokee Nation v. Geo~ia, 30 U.S. 1 (1831).
Professor EagleWoman is currently an Associate
•Worcester v. Geo~ia, 31 U.S. 515 (1832).
Professor of Law at the University of Idaho College of Jo Lone Wolfv. Hitchcock, 187 U.S. 553 (1903).
Law, where she teaches Native American Law, Native 11 Professor EagleWoman discussed a number oflaws pertaining to
Natural Resources Law, and Civil Procedure. She has tribal jurisdiction, but a primary message was that tribes have very
a B.A. in Political Science from Stanford University; a little jurisdiction over non-members. For that reason, as long as those
laws remain in place, it is less likely that a tribe can ever truly be
J.D. from the University of North Dakota School of Law; sovereign.
and an L.L.M. in American Indian and Indigenous Law 12 Professor EagleWoman also mentioned the only five ways in which
from the University of Tulsa College of Law. She has )ribes could spend gaming revenue: l) for the general welfare of
previously taught at Hamline University School of Law the tribe, 2) for economic development, 3) charitable gifts, 4) any
payment to local or state governments, and 5) payment to general tribal
in St. Paul, Minnesota and has held a visitorship position governments.
13
at the University of Kansas.
She covered topics such as the U.S. historical policy to "Kill the
Indian and Save the Man"; Public Law 280, which delegated federal
Professor EagleWoman has also had extensive experience law enforcement authority on tribal lands to certain states, including
California; the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978; and the American
in the field of Native American Law as an attorney Indian Religious Freedom Act, which because it grants no cause of
and judge. She worked as General Counsel to the action to enforce is practically worthless. Because of her limited
Sisseton-Wahpeton (Dakota) Oyate of the Lake Traverse timefrarne and the wealth of information, she skipped over the topics
Reservation (of which she is also a citizen); Associate of environmental regulation, voting rights, and taxation-although she
made sure to mention that she loved tax.
Attorney with Sonosky, Chambers, Sachse & Endreson J• See United Nations Adopts Declaration on Rights ofIndigenous
in Washington, D.C.; and Tribal Public Defender for the Peoples, UN NEWS CENTRE, Sept. 13, 2007, http://www.un.org/apps/
news/story.asp?NewsID=23794&Cr=indigenous&Cr1 =.
Kaw Nation and the Ponca Nation (both of Oklahoma).
JS See Nick Engelfried, US Endorses UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, GREENANSWERS, Dec. 17, 20 I 0,
She is also known as Wambdi A. WasteWin, which http://greenanswers.com/news/2 l 0309/us-endorses-un-declarationmeans Good Eagle Woman takes care of the People. Her rights-indigenous-peoples.
.
credentials certainly indicate that she has lived up to this J6 The current law comes from President Bill Clinton's Executive Order
name. Besides serving as a dedicated mentor to Native 13007, signed in 1996. The order states that government agencies
must first consult with tribes before engaging in action that may impact
law students, she was named by Diverse Issues in Higher sacred sites. Professor EagleWoman believes thatfree, prior; informed
Education as one of 12 National Emerging Scholars.
consent is the appropriate standard.
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California Native
Contributions
by Kurt Whitman, Editor in Chief
Facts and quotes gathered from EMORY
DEAN KEOKE & ~ y MARJE PORTERFIELD,
AMERICAN INolAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
WORLD: 15,000 YEARS OF INVENTIONS AND
[NNOVATIONS (2003). The source provides
many other contributions of pre-contact
Native Americans and lists additional
resources for further inquiry. The following are only a few
of the many contributions pre-contact California tribes have
made to our world.

March 2011

crushed the leaves of saltbrush on garments as a cleaning
agent. The Dieguefi9 used the mashed and grated root
of the soap plant to clean and whiten articles of clothing.
All of these plants -were used as shampoo as well.
Fish Traps: "Fish traps, or weirs, are devices constructed
in shallow water in order to catch large numbers offish
or lobsters. The fish find it easy to swim into these traps
but difficult to exit them . ... This was an efficient method
offishing that required little labor. " The Ajumawi, Pit
River Indians, a tribe that lived in what is now California,
used stone fish traps to catch fish spawning in lake
springs. The traps also aided the fish in spawning and
helped the tribe manage its important dietary resource.
Forest Management: "American Indians had been
deliberately shaping the character of the forests for
centuries before they began the practice of agriculture,
thousands ofyears before the arrival ofnon-Indians." In

Jojoba-Hair Conditioner, Appetite Suppressor, Salve:
California Indians rinsed their hair with conditioners
made from jojoba seeds, an ingredient found in many
modem shampoos and conditioners. "Jn the 1700s Father
Junipero Serra, founder of 21 California missions, wrote .
in his diary ·that Indians used jojoba ·to s uppress their .
appetites when they could notfindJOod and as-:a salve for
bruises, sores, cuts, and burns. "
, . ....,"'.. - ....;;..
~

~

Running: "Indigenous people throughout the Americas
relied on sophisticated systems of _specially. - trained-.
runners to send messages to ot!zer tripes, ·.receive news.
and move goods along trade routes: These couriers,
who sometimes ran in relays, were able to cover great
distances in incredibly short times. Hernan Cortes
reported that not more than 24 hours passed after he
landed in Chianiztlan in the spring of 1519 before couriers
had taken ihat news to the Aztec ruler. Montezuma, who
was 260 miles away." Runners for the Nomalki,"a central
California tribe, ate special diets and trained daily. When
they retired at the age of 40, their tribe took care of their
post-retirement needs because of their life service to ·the
tribe. The Chemheuvi of California had a running guild.
The Luisefio Mojave had a running tradition and ate
chia seeds-a high-energy nutritional source-to sustain
themselves on long journeys.

Chia-Medicine, Water Purification, and Food: Many
California Native peopl.es carried chia seeds to sustain them
on journeys. "When the Spaniards forced California Indians
to march long distances to missions where they were forced
to live, the Indians often subsisted on a spoon of chia seeds
mixed with water to see them through a 24-hour march. "
Members of the Cahuilla tribe placed chia seed in irritated
eyes to reduce inflammation and remove foreign matter.
The Cahuilla also used it to purify alkali drinking water and
to disinfect wounds. The Spanish, impressed with these
medicinal uses, adopted a mixture of seeds and water as a
remedy for fevers and packed chia into gunshot wounds to
prevent infection. Today, chia is grown primarily for food.
In fact, in Argentina, ch-ia has now overtaken beans as a
profit-making crop.
Detergents: " Unlike Europeans, who tended to eschew
personal hygiene . .. American Indians washed their clothing
as oft.en as practical when it became soiled, including both
cloth and hide garments. They also used plant-based
detergents as body soap and as shampoo. " California tribes
used various plants as laundry and personal detergents. The
Karok pounded bulbs of the "soap plant" to clean clothing
and buckskin blankets; the tribe also rubbed the roots and

California, Indians used controlled burns to kill mistletoe
growing on oak and mesquite trees. They buffied off
chaparral ,covering the Sierra foothills, using a practice
reported by a Spanish explorer in 1602. Wildfires were
prevented because there was less dead undt:_rb@sh to serve
as fuel.

Stretchers: "A stretcher is a device that is
used for transporting injured people one at a
time. It is composed of two long poles with a
~ong piece of strong fabric stretched between
them. " California tribes were known to use
stretchers, part of a large number of precontact American Indians who invented
"stretchers for medical use independently
ofany 'Other cultures. "

California Pre-contact W!ll~liliilla..
Tribal Territories
California Indian Library Collections

LUCKILY THE GM COLLEGE DISCOUNT DOESN'T.
In fact, it's the best college discount from any car
company,1 and can save you hundreds - even
thousands - on an eligible, new Chevrolet,2
Buick or GMC. If you 're in college, a grad program
or even a recent grad ... take advantage of this
discount and get a great deal on a new ride to
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THE ZOii PHILIP C. JESSUP INTERNATIONAL LAW
MOOT COURT COMPETITION
by Camille Lucidi, Aminta Raffalovich, Miriam Milstein, and Natasha Wu ·
If you know what LOAC, IHL, ICCPR, CEDAW, CRC,
GC and AP are,* and if you answer all questions with "I
have two points to make in response," then you must be a
"FOJ," a Friend of the Jessup.

hospital. Ardenia immediately complained and protested
that Rigalia committed an act of aggression against its
sovereignty and territorial integrity. It further alleged that
the use of drones was disproportionate and unlawful

Mademoiselle Frida (the coach's dog and team mascot),
the team grew together and created unalterable bonds.
Finally, with killer themes and styles, the four ladies of the
Jessup were ready to take off to Portland, Oregon.

The Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court
Competition, "The Jessup," is the world's largest and most
famous international moot court competition. Now in its
52nd year, Jessup gathered 500 law school teams from
more than 80 countries to work on a single, simulated case
presented before the International Court of Justice ("ICJ").
This year, the problem concerned tlie "Zetian Provinces,"
for which Camille Lucidi, Miriam Milstein, Aminta
Raffalovich and Natasha Wu dedicated their hearts and
time for the past four months.

The Zetians practice the Masinto religion, which
requires girls and women above the age of 14 to wear the
"Mavazi," similar to a burqa and made out of the skin of
a sacred deer. Rigalia banned the wearing of Mavazi after
the garment was used by a suicide bomber to disguise his
identity and avoid security checks. This problem is rooted
in the legality of the 2010 laws passed by France and
Belgium which ban "all garments covering the face of the
wearer prohibiting his/her identification."

PORTLAND, OREGON

Coltan is a natural resource used in electronic products and
in the military industry. The exploration contrac't for the
mine was granted to an Ardenian corporation. At issue is
the renewal of the contract, which was allegedly ensured
through bribery of a Rigalian enterprise. When the bribery
rumors spread, Rigalia requested help from Ardenia to
investigate. After considering the demand and intense
lobbying carried out by the Ardenian Corporation, Ardenia
decided to drop the investigation on economic grounds.

The journey started early on Thursday, February 24
at 6 a.m. in the San Diego Airport. Armed with their
Compromis (the Jessup Record), their ICJ cases, and
international Conventions, the team took off to Portland
where the snow welcomed them. Arriving at the Benson
Hotel, where all the competitors stayed, felt like attending
the Olympics of international law. The teammates scouted
for potential Jessupers to gauge the competition. After a
last practice. using the ironing board of their hotel room
as a podium, the team was ready to start the preliminary
rounds the next day.

THE TEAM
Coached by Moot Court legend and USD alumnus,
Mr. Peter Zlomke Stockburger, the team was initially
composed of two 3Ls, Miriam Milstein and Camille
Lucidi. Traditionally each year, the Jessup team invites a
2L who has demonstrated excellence in written and oral
.advocacy at one of the two fall intramural tournaments.
Joining a national team and practicing with an experienced
coach and former Mooter is an exceptional opportunity
for any 2L interested in furthering his or her skills in
advocacy. Last year, Miriam Milstein had the opportunity
to join the team as a 2L, and her passion for international
law and its stn,ictured existence led her to compete again
with the 2011 team.
This year's team decided to invite two successful 2Ls

The 2011 Jessup Team: (left to right) Natasha Wu, to join the team after the Alumni Torts Tournament and
Aminta Raffalovich, Miriam Milstein, Camille Lucidi the Intellectual Property tournament. The board selected
THE PROBLEM
The Case Concerning the Zetian Provinces was divided
into four issues. The first two dealt with the right to
self-defense under international law and the principle of
proportionality in laws of armed conflict. The last two
issues tackled the controversial bans on wearing a religious
garment hiding the face of the wearer (such as burqas) in
public spaces and compliance with the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development ("OECD")
instruments on anti-bribery.
In the problem, the "Zetians" are a nomadic people spread
between the border of Ardenia and Rigalia, the two
countries involved in the dispute. Because of this special
status, the Zetians benefit from dual citizenship. Some
of the Zetian leaders have demanded from Rigalia more
autonomy with an ultimate goal of independence. The
region they inhabit in Rigalia is economically important
because of its natural resource, col tan. Rigalia has refused
to give more autonomy to the Rigalian Zetians, and its
current President declared that the government would
maintain its centralized tradition. Sparked by disparaging
remarks and street violence, a group of Zetians started to
mount a campaign ofkidn~ppings and bombings, targeting
infrastructure and government buildings. The President
of Rigalia immediately declared war against the Zetian
Secessionist Movement and its supporters. To facilitate
its war, Rigalia requested from a longtime friend and ally,
the state ofMorgania, the deployment of Predator Drones
armed with Hellfire. missiles in the Rigalian-Ardenian
border region.
Over 50 strikes occurred in Rigalia to terminate the
activities of 16 secessionists. Unfortunately, they also
resulted in the deaths of over 200 civilians and the injuries
of hundreds more. One strike occurred at night and
without warning on the territory of Ardenia, where the
Zetian decision-maker for all military activities resided.
One of the strikes accidentally struck a 300-bed public

Aminta Raffalovich, 2ru1 place overall and 2ru1 place brief at
the Alumni Tournament, and Natasha Wu, 41h place overall
and 3rd place brief at the Intellectual Property tournament,
to represent USD at the Jessup.

THE COMPETITION: PRELIMINARY ROUNDS
A public international law
competition is similar to
the deployment of Predator
Drones in a hostile region. It
takes time and preparation
to ensure that the objectives
will be met. First, the team
must prepare for months in
order to anticipate the moves
of its opponents and gain
advantage over them during
the battle (or argument). In
compliance with the laws
of war laid out in Article 47 of Additional Protocol I of
the Geneva Conventions, the Jessup team researched
iriternational law and wrote stellar briefs, balancing their
arguments and supporting their contentions with sufficient
authority to terminate their opponents' activities.

Preliminary Rounds
Preliminary rounds are spread over two days: two rounds
late afternoon/early evening on Friday and two rounds
early morning on Saturday. The USD team competed
against Thomas Jefferson School of Law, the University
ofHawaii, UC Davis, and the University of San Francisco.
The University of Hawaii and University of San Francisco
were two powerhouses. The University of Hawaii is
famous for performing well every year, and USF was one
of the top two teams last year and competed this year with
returning competitors who had gained the experience of
the 2010 international rounds.
Camille Lucidi and Miriam Milstein, respectively as
Applicant and Respondent for the first two issues, were
undefeated in the four preliminary rounds. Thomas
Jefferson School of Law, the University of Hawaii, UC
Davis, and the University of San Francisco remained
powerless against the clinical arguments USD presented.
Compromis cites were dropped like hellfire missiles, and
the two USD agents offered a perspective on international
law that demonstrated their command of the cases and
custom unmatched by their opponents. The concepts ofjus
ad bellum, the right to resort to force, andjus ·in be/lo, the
use of force in war, were conflated by most competitors
who failed to understand the resulting consequence of
altering the threshold for proportionality regarding the use
of Drones. The agents for USD attacked those w_eaknesses
with flawless arguments.
Aminta Raffalovich and Natasha Wu, as the 2Ls on the
team, and in their first national tournament, were, simply
put, unmatched. The le'_'el of argument and composure
they displayed in their first national arguments must
be recognized. Aminta Raffalovich declared that "the
complexity of reconciling fundamental freedoms · such
as the right to manifest religion with the threats posed by
international terrorist groups is a novel and controversial
topic which made these arguments so interesting and
challenging as the consequences of legislating in this
domain are so tremendous from a legal and human
perspective."

Second, once prepared mentally, physical preparation, aka
practice, must begin. Every Tuesday, Thursday, and Sunday
morning, the Jessup team met and trained. They practiced
to take off, target objectives, drop hellfire missiles, and
land without a scratch to their predator drones with the
help of their coach. USD Alumni and former national
moot court competitors Andrew Haden, Dan Owens, Kelly
Owens, Jerry Gonzales, Angie Gonzales, Matt Ichinose,
Frankie DiGiacco, Megan Donohue, Bob Brady, Derek
Hecht, Jordon Harlan, Ian Schuler, Hazel Pangan, and
Britton Lacy judged the team and provided great insights
to help improve advocacy skills. The team is very grateful Overall, Mr. Stockburger was proud of the team and
to them for their support, encouragement, and questions. · declared, "The level of substantive depth, composure,

A.s the·months passed by, with the support and presence of See Jessup, page 11
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command, and ability to convey the most complex of
international legal issues was truly something to be seen."
His impressions were shared by the prelin).inary judges,
who advanced the University of San Diego to the Quarterfinals ranked sixth out of 22 teams.
Quarter-Finals
At the Quarter-Finals, USD was matched up with the
third-ranked team, UC Hastings. As the third-ranked
team, Hastings was given the pleading option and chose
Applicant. Miriam Milstein and Natasha Wu were set to
argue before the hottest and most well-prepared panel Mr.
Stockburger had witnessed in all his years of participating
in Jessup. After the round ~as over, the townament
coordinator described the decision as "one of the closest
calls of the townament." The Hastings coach approached
Mr. Stockburger and declared that USD was the best
team they bad faced all townament and whichever team
succeeded, Miriam and Natasha would easily compete on
the international level. In the end, however, Hastings was
given the choice to move on, and the team's tournament
was cut short at the quarter-final round. After the round,
the judges said the slight edge went to Hastings after the
full arguments and that Miriam Milstein almost won the
round on surebuttal. This is a testament to the team's
deten:niilation and skill.
The team won ninth-best memorial, and its written
achievements were recognized by the judges, who on
each of the preliminary rounds gave USD the advantage
based on written pleadings. Miriam Milstein was awarded
fourth-best Oralist out of approximately 88 competitors.
It was an impres~ive performance. In the end, the team
proudly represented USD. They confirmed to the Jessup
community that USD is an annual competitor and a
constant threat. Since 2009, USD has been a semi-finalist,
two-time quarter-finalist, three-time memorial award
winner, and six-time oralist award winner. USD hasestablished a reputation at this tournament, and the team
this year carried on this tradition.
As the tournament came to a conclusion, Mr. Stockburger
congratulated his Jessupers: "In all my experience dealing
with moot court, as well as international law, I have
rarely seen anyone as articulate, inherently talented,
and dedicated as these four women. They not only
conveyed to the moot court community that USD is
a perennial powerhouse at the Jessup townament, but they
displayed an awe-inspiring command of the most complex
intemational legal issues of the day with both unmatched
grace and humility. It is widely recognized that the Pacifie
Super-Regional is the most competitive regional in the
Jessup competition, and they made it look easy."
Camille Lucidi, Miriam Milstein, Amin.ta Raffalovich,
and Natasha Wu would like to take this opportunity to
thank Peter Stockburger for his dedication to the team, the
countless hours he spent with the team at practice, and for
his efforts to gather great guest judges.
*Laws of Armed Conflicts, International Humanitarian Law,
1nternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Convention
on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women,
Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Geneva Conventions,
and its Additional Protocols.

2011 Michael Thorsnes Pre-Moot Champion Pepperdine (left) faces off against
Universidad Panamericana-Guadalajara (right) in USD Law's Grace Courtroom.

USD VICAM HOSTS FOURTH ANNUAL
MICHAEL THORSNES PRE-MOOT
by Christina Phan, Senior Staff Writer
The University of San Diego's Vis International
Commercial Arbitration Moot Team (VICAM) hosted its
Fourth Annual Michael Thorsnes Pre-Moot on February
26, 2011 , with a reception on February 25th at Thorsnes,
Bartolotta, and McGuire law firm in Downtown.
VICAM is a student-run moot team that competes annually
in the Willem C. Vis International Commercial Arbitration
Moot, which takes place in Hong Kong and Vienna. Each
year the competition features an international sales contract
dispute, governed by the United Nations Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. The USD
VICAM team begins training in October for the April
competitions. In preparation, the USD team researches,
writes briefs, and practices oral advocacy skills with
professors and practitioners.
With the growing popularity of the international
competitions, with more than 300 teams from 70 countries,
practice has become a crucial phase for success in Vienna
and Hong Kong. This pre-moot is the premier event for
teams from around the world to come to San Diego and
prepare for the Vis Moot. This event gives teams the
opportunity to practice and refine oral arguments using
the same Vis Moot problem as those in Vienna and Hong
Kong. USD VICAM hosts the only pre-moot west of the
Mississippi River and has welcomed teams from as far as
Finland.
The Tborsnes Pre-Moot is judged by panels of lawyers
from the San Diego and Los Angeles legal co~unity and

VICAM Goes to NYC!
Four members of the USD VICAM team traveled to
New York City to compete in the Fordham Pre-Moot,
a competition that enables competitors to refine their
skills and practice their arguments before the Vienna and
Hong Kong Vis International Commercial Arbitration
competitions. With more than 46 teams from around the
world competing, Fordham Pre-Moot has become known
as the third pre-moot due to prestige and scale.
The USD team successfully competed against Columbia
University, Rutgers University, Pace University, University
of Helsinki (Finland), University of Ottawa (Canada), and
University of Munster (Germany). The VICAM teamwill
send four competitors each to Hong Kong and Vienna
in April. USD VICAM also sincerely thanks USD Law
alumna Adriana Rodriguez for her guidance and support
during this pre-moot.
--~~--ii~~~'!"'""'!'

Peter Stockburger,
Proud Jessup Team Coach and USD Law Alumnus

Vienna-bound Chad Peace (left) and Hong Kongbound Christina Phan (right) get some NYC eats.

guests from around the world. Competitors _are able to
receive a very practical learning experience. Arbitrators
included law professors, politicians, experienced practicing
arbitrators, and seasoned litigation lawyers. This was
also a great networking and socializing experience for
the students, and it was a great opportunity to solicit
advice from seasoned competitors. During this year's
competition, 12 teams competed in three general rounds,
followed by a semifinal round and final round in Warren
Hall. In the final round, Universidad PanamericanaGuadalajara was pitted against Pepperdine University
in the Grace Courtroom. After nearly two hours of oral
arguments from the two teams, Peppe~dine was crowned
the victor of the 2011 Michael Thorsnes Pre-Moot.
The competition namesake, Michael Thorsnes, is the
mentor and guiding spirit behind the USD Vis Moot team.
I:Ie is also the sponsor who has continued to make this
pre-moot possible. Mike is one of the most distinguished
and successful graduates of USD School of Law, having
been awarded the Arthur C. Hughes Career Achievement
Award from the University, as well as the Outstanding
Alumnus award from the law school. Mike is also one
of the top trial lawyers in America. Three years in a row,
from 2001 -2003, he was named one of the "100 Most
Influential Lawyers in California" as determined by the
Los Angeles and San Francisco Daily Journals. Due to
Mike's continuous support and mentorship throughout the
year, USD VICAM has grown into a successful team and
a strong representative of University of San Diego School
of Law.

From McLennon Tournament, page 1
by with their windows down," all .three judges were yery
interested in this year's issue because of a similar case that
may soon come before the Supreme Court.
After taking a short recess to determine the results,
the justices returned to deliver their decision. They
congratulated both competitors on their terrific
performances and announced Craig TenBroeck as the
2011 McLennon, Sr. Honors Moot Court Competition
champion.
In his opening remarks, Dean Kevin Cole thanked Professor
Devitt and his family for their generous contribution to the
McLennon Tournament, in addition to the 610 attorneys
and judges who have volunteered ·this year to judge USD
moot court competitions. Dean Cole also commended the
USD Appellate Moot Court Board for its " outstanding
contribution to the school" for organizing and running
the McLennon competition and for continued •
success as a team in several national moot
court tournaments . this year: A reception
and awards dinner followed the
competition.

Congratulations
to this year's
McLennon
participants
and finalists!
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Chris Dibbern
(and other people)
Gearing Up for LAF-Off
by Chris Dibbern, Staff Writer

PERSPECTIVES
THE MT. SOLEDAD CROSS
AN ESTABLISHMENT
CLAUSE VIOLATION

· A CONSTITUTIONAL
WAR MEMORIAL

by Evan Acker, Senior Staff Writer

by Christina Phan, Senior Staff Writer

Living in La Jolla, I see the Mount Soledad Cross pretty
much every time I get on the 5 South. The first time I saw
it, I was genuinely impressed. However, once I learned
more factual underpinnings about the cross, I began to
question the entire situation.

NOTE: The following is not the authors personal opinion; the
article merely reflects potential arguments for this viewpoint.

Now, here at USD, and within the greater San Diego
community, I'm willing to bet I'm not quite like you.
Being a member of the Tribe (you know, Jewish), I feel
like I should at least put this up front: I am not offended
at the sight of any religious symbol, be it a cross, crescent
moon, or Star of David, even ifit is 29 feet tall and 12 feet
wide atop one of San Diego's highest peaks.
Still, I believe the cross is in violation of the Establishment
Clause spelled out in the First Amendment. While there
are many nuanced and layered aspects to this debate, I feel
it is best ifl use this limited space to primarily focus on the
cross's effect on the population it overlooks.

In Lemon v. Kurtzman, the United States Supreme Court
put forth a test that on one prong asked whether " it would
be objectively reasonable for the government action to
be construed as sending primarily a message of either
endorsement or disapproval of religion." 1 Because the
cross sits on federally owned land, it does seem a bit, well,
concerning.
While it might not be obvious, the actual war memorial
has only relatively recently come into existence. Back in
the 1980s, a plaque was added to the cross dedicating it as
a war memorial, but only after the first legal controversies
began to materialize. Prior to that, it had served solely as a
religious symbol since 1913. The cross in its present form
was dedicated in 1954 and was partly erected "to create a
park worthy of this magnificent view, and worthy to be a
setting for the symbol ofCbristianity."2
For those who argue that the cross stands in honor of our
fallen soldiers, the quickly thrown together and seemingly
reactive plan against then-forthcoming legal problems
illustrates that this cross was-and still is- primarily a
religious symbol.
While I do believe the cross is unconstitutional, I do not
think it automatically needs to come down. It seems there
are many San Diegans (and concerned non-San Diegans)
who feverishly believe the cross should remain where it is.
There is nothing objectionable about a group of involved
citizens raising funds to buy the park from the federal
government and resolving this problem by simply erasing
the federal government from this equation altogether.
But as the situation currently stands, I feel that having an
overt religious symbol on federal property-despite being
labeled recently as a war memorial- is in clear violation
of the Establishment Clause and is thus unconstitutional.
1

Vernon v. City ofLos Angeles, 27 F.3d 1385, 1398 (9th Cir.
1994) (citing Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 ( 1971 )).
2 Trunk v. City of San Diego, 629 F.3d 1099, 1101 (9th Cir.
2011).

Many of the core foundations of our society stem from
religious beliefs. Through the years, these beliefs have
become social norms and no longer exhibit a truly religious
function. Even if individuals recognize the religious
undertones of specific ideas, images, or expressions,
because of the historical aspect or commonality of these
ideas, many religiously based norms have fallen into a
more secular scope. 1
The cross is a symbol that has been used by both religious
and non-religious entities for years. Religiously, many
individuals see the cross as Jesus Christ's sacrifice for
humanity. The Mount Soledad Cross was erected and
rebuilt twice by private citizens, not by government
entities. This cross sits as the centerpiece of an extensive
war memorial representing the pain of loss and sacrifice
of the brave men and women who honorably represented
this nation as members of the U.S. Military. Admittedly,
this cross did have some religious base when it was
erected; however, it was not the sole purpose. As noted
by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, "Simply because
there is a cross or a religious symbol on public land does
not mean that there is a constitutional violation. " 2 This
cross does not lack in constitutionality because it is now a
Veteran's War Memorial, regardless of the initial purpose
of the cross.3 This cross is making that slow adaptation
and adjustment to the times, and we should look at what
the Memorial means now and its effect today- not what
it might have meant 90 years ago.
Many recognize the cross as recognition of a Jost life.
Here, the cross that stands on Mount Soledad represents
the mourning of military lives lost, with no specific
significance to each individual's religious beliefs. To
personalize the memorial to specific individuals and
their personal religious beliefs, there are "approximately
2,100 black stone plaques honoring individual veterans,
platoons, and groups of soldiers."4 These plaques
include images of each individual's religious faith, if the
person's family requested one. Further, this memorial
is a historical symbol that has been around for a longer
period of time than many of us have been alive. The
first cross was erected in 1916, and in 1952 the Mount
Soledad Memorial Association was granted authority to
maintain the upkeep of the cross. The U.S. Government
has continuously maintained religious relics due to their
historical significance. Even if this was a religious relic
and not a memorial, it bas enough historical significance
where it should be allowed to continue to stand.

In this case, the foundation of this cross may have started
with. Christian undertones, but as time passed, the area
was revamped and heavily restructured to "become the
centerpiece of a more extensive war memorial."5 This
is not a religious relic; the centerpiece does not convey
the idea that the government is establishing or forcing
religious beliefs upon the masses because individuals

See Mt. Soledad, page 13

Every spring, the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program
("SDVLP") hosts the local tradition of the LAF-Off
(Lawyers Are Funny). This year's event is March 24,
2011 at the House of Blues downtown. The LAF-Off is
a comedy competition pitting lawyers and law students
against each other in front of a crowd of 400+ to determine
who actually is the funniest. The event supports the pro
bono work of the SDVLP, and we encourage everyone
in the local legal community to come out for a night of
drinks and laughs. I was lucky enough to be selected as
the representative of the University of San Diego School
of Law, and I will definitely try to shine a light on the true
sense of humor deep down within the hearts of all my
classmates.
Preparing for the LAF-Off is no easy feat. I have bad to
attend countless meetings.(one) with the organizers of the
event to make sure the rest of the standup comics are up
to snuff with their Chris Dibbern-level humor. I found
all of them to be humorous in their own special way,
yet they didn't seem to find that special blend of selfaggrandizement, narcissism, and obnoxiousness that my
routine features. I think by standing out, I stand a good
chance at impressing the tough judges. In fact, during
practice, one judge was rushed to the hospital after his
funny bone suffered from over-tickling. Resolved to
create a safer environment for my audience, I have crafted
a special routine that not only touches on the plights of the
law student but looks ahead to my years as a lecherous,
crotchety partner.

In the LAF-off, I will be competing against Michael Green
of Thomas Jefferson School of Law and Amy Krakower
of Cal Western School of Law. Everyone in the field is a
comedy amateur. This is only because I have turned down
copious amounts of money from Comedy Central to star in
a new sitcom and a recent offer by CBS to replace Charlie
Sheen in "4 112 Men" (retitled to more adequately describe
the manliness of the main cast). To sum up, if I had to
describe my experience in the LAF-Off in one word, it
would be "winning"! I hope all the readers of Motions
come out and support me in my bid to unseat Cal Western
as the funniest Jaw school in San Diego.

USD Students Can Purchase
Discount Tickets to LAF-Off at

http://lafoff.com/usd
Get Them Before They Sell Out!
' (or before Chris Dibbern buys them all)

CDR
The Chris Dlbbem Report

0$'0 t:..ac1tt 'Radio "htlC ~ I$ NCKt

Wedr>esdaYs. ':00-1:00 PIO
Ontf ctt CJ~io.org
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From Mt. Soledad, page 12
today look at the cross as simply a piece of a larger Veteran
War Memorial.
In practicality, thjs hjstorical image does not represent

government indoctrination or specific support of religion,
especially as the Memorial was erected by private entities
and is largely funded by a private entity, Mount Soledad
Memorial Association.6 Few individuals likely look upon
this symbol of sacrifice and believe the Government is
trying to oppress their beliefs or force Christianity on
them. If the cross moved just to the end of the public
land onto private property, and individuals did not realize
this was private property, they would likely not think
differently about the cross. The few who may be offended
would likely be offended regardless of its location. This
should not outweigh the historical and positive effects
of this memorial. This memorial does not encourage
religious devotion or infringe upon the rights of others.
There are "no benches immediately adjacent to and facing
the cross, nor [are there] any other fixtures or devotional"
invitations to revere this cross. 7 Overall, this is a Veteran's
War Memorial, and the cross is simply a centerpiece of the
greater image of sacrifice and love of country.
"When the cross is considered in the context of the larger
memorial and especially the numerous other secular
elements, the primary effect is patriotic and nationalistic,
not religious," noted U.S. District Court Judge Larry
Burns.8 The war memorial, including the cross standing at
the center, is not unconstitutional. The price of freedom is
not free; this memorial helps us to never forget.
1 A Christmas tree is no longer seen as a religious symbol. However,
most individuals understand the tree is grounded in the Christian faith
and an arguably important aspect in the celebration of Christ's birth.
See County ofAllegheny v. ACLU, 492 U.S. 573 (1989) (noting that the
Christmas tree is no longer a re ligious symbol, though it once was).
2
Trunk v. City a/San Diego, 629 F.3d 1099, 1102 (9th Cir. 201 l ).
3
ln 2006, the U.S. Senate voted unanimously to transfer legal title of
the property to the Federal Government as a Veteran's War Memorial.
Dana Wilkie, Senate Votes to Put Mount Soledad Cross in Federal
Hands, SAN DIEGO UNIONTrue., Aug. 1, 2006, available at http://legacy.
signonsandiego.com/news/metro/20060801-1 730-cnssoledad.htrnl.
• Trunk, 629 F.3d at 1103.
' Id.
6 /d.
1
Judge Rules Mt. Soledad Cross Co11stitutional, WORLDNETDAJLY, July
30, 2008, http://www.wnd.com/?pageld=71003.
8 Trunk v. City of San Diego, 568 F. Supp. 2d 11 99, 12 17 (S.D. Cal.
2008).
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Isaac's
~V'
Restaurant
Recom_m_endation
!Bay Park F,ish Co.

I

by Isaac Bejar, Staff Writer
If you're looking for
a casual date-night
restaurant nearby or a
fun place to get together
with friends after class
for good food and beer,
the Bay Park Fish Co.
is a perfect beacon to
steer your ship towards. Aside from fresh fish excellently
prepared, this restaurant is also a retail fish market that
sells fresh, locally-caught seafood.
Inside, the restaurant feels like a seaside fish market,
with stuffed fish, pictures of fisherman with their catches,
and old nautical instruments and fishing paraphernalia
covering the walls. The restaurant is laid back, and the
staff is friendly. There is a bar area, dining room, and patio
in front.
The galley serves fish soups, salads, sandwiches, tacos,

During my visits, I
have tasted the clam
chowder, fresh ceviche
served with tortilla
chips, steamed mussels
in coconut milk and
Jemongrass,smokedfish ~----------
plate (seasonal smoked fish served with Romaine spears),
and the tuna melt. All of the food was perfectly prepared
and served hot (except for the smoked fish, which is a cold
dish). It tasted fresh and fantastic! The clam chowder
has real clams still in their shell, and the sandwiches come
with shoestring fries and homemade coleslaw.

To get there, load up yer ship, and set yer bearing
to 4121 Ashton Street, off of Morena Blvd., or
navigate over to www.bayparkfishco.com.
Shiver me timbers!

Spend some time with these songs.
"Bloom" - The old adage about a million monkeys with
typewriters coming up with Shakespeare is what this song
reminds me of. It sounds like monkeys with loops and
drums got together, and at some point it all comes together.
When it does, Thom Yorke comes in with a voice from
another world. As the song develops, the beat seems like
a stuttering marching band playing in an ambient club. I
know it sounds crazy, but listen to it, and tell me I am
wrong.

by Charles Ronan, Staff Writer

If ye be looking for grog, there be no rum there, but the
wenches at Bay Park will delight you with their selection
of local, domestic, and imported beer, as well as a nice
wine selection.

As for mooring, the slips
in front of the restaurant
fill up quickly but there
be plenty of space on
nearby streets to berth
yer vessel.

music some time, even though this might be their most
accessible release ever. You will find songs to get you
pumped up, songs to mellow you out, and songs that will
help you through one of "those" days (i.e., got dumped;
screwed up a test; or got dumped, screwed up a test, and
are now trying to get past the hangover).

MUSIC REVIEW
Radiohead
The King ofLimbs

tortas, and sushi, as well as fish and chips and fresh catches
of the day grilled with vegetables. For landlubbers, Bay
Park also features burgers, a came asada plate, and chicken
or came asada tacos.

"Morning Mr. Magpie" - Funky, hyperactive, indie rock
with a sparse guitar melody. "You know you should,
but you don't" is one of those great lyrics you can use to
point in any direction. Phil Selway is one of rock's great
understated drummers, and this song shows off his ability
to hint at things, driving the song ahead like a truck.
"Little By Little" - This song is layers and layers of
rhythm. There is Middle Eastern percussion piled up
for days, coming and going under a relatively straightforward drum beat. Crazy, backward, Beatlesesque
loops are scattered around for flavor. A steady bass pulse
and competing rhythm guitars push the melody through
the chaos. When Yorke croons, "I'm such a tease, and
you' re such a flirt," it rides the line between sentiment and
creepy, reflecting how Radiohead songs can change with
your moods.

I was surprised by Radiohead's eighth album, The King
of Limbs, but not for the usual sonic reasons. The album
was released a day early and only a week after being
announced. The band continues to decide what it wants
music to look like and doesn't seem to care if anyone can
keep up. Usually, it is Radiohead's music that pushes
the envelope, but this time the music feels familiar and
relaxed. With eight tracks spanning 37 minutes, the band
doesn't even seem worried about what the conventions of
a full length CD are supposed to be. Instead, they trim
the fat and make sure the music fills up every second with
their characteristically vivid sonic assault.

"Feral" - builds frenetic drum beats, electronic bleeps,
synthesized alien choirs, and a booming bass into a
driving- um-a pulsing-uh- I am not sure what it is.
Feral?

This album is spacious, groovy, percussive, otherworldly,
and melodious; this is lazy-day Radiohead. If you are not
used to Radiohead, you will probably have to give the

"Lotus Flower" -A song I was lucky enough to see Yorke
play last year at one of his solo shows. It sounded terrific
with just his guitar, and sounds terrific here, with gunshot

drum beats, growling bass, draped-in synth sounds and
percussion, and some dreamy vocal effects. Check out the
video (and funny remixes) on YouTube.

"Codex" -A subdued, gorgeous piano ballad with muted
electronic beats and some beautiful string parts at the
end, which give it that closing credit feel. "Jump off the
end/into a clear lake/no one around" seems to be about
washing off the filth of modem life.
"Give Up The Ghost" - Another song where Radiohead
effortlessly meshes a beautiful acoustic guitar part,
strumming slowly alongside a loop of Yorke gently
singing, "don't hurt me," while emotional reverb washes
over the main vocal line. "I think I have had enough," he
announces at one point. Not me.
"Separator" - Funky drumbeats, piano hits, syntb drones,
while the vocal line delays and reverbs rhythmically
along. This is where Thom delivers the line all Radiohead
fans point to for hope: "If you think this is over, you're
wrong." Radio head contemplated ending their run after
"OK Computer" and I am so glad they didn't. I will
continue to let them know I want more by buying their
music.

...
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HEALTH TIPS FOR LAW SCHOOL

Sources of Protein

by Jyoti Jennings, Associate Editor

~

I

What people think of as "protein" is actually not one substance but collections of different amino acids that a variety
of foods offer. Another misconception people can have about protein is bow much they actually need- which is often
overestimated. For example, most people rag on vegetarians for having to go out of their way to get the protein they
need, but, in fact, a varied, plant-based diet is a great source of protein, vitamins, and minerals without as much of the
fat and toxins often found in meat.
So, how much protein do you need? One standard method is to multiply weight in pounds by 0.37 to the daily minimum
number of grams of protein. So a person weighing 150 pounds should eat about 55 grams of protein per day, a 200-pound
person should eat 74 grams, a 250-pound person should ·eat 92 grams, and so on. Of course, the main thing is to listen
to your body. Everyone's different.
How do different sources of protein·compare? Check ou·t the following chart. Listings are based on a I 00 gram serving.
Chicken breast... ....... 30g protein, Sg fat (?g saturated fat) Whole wheat flour ... 14g protein, 2g fat (Og saturated fat)
Pork leg . ............. 30g protein, Sg fat (2.8g saturated fat) Egg .................... 13.Sg protein, 15g fat (4g saturated fat)
Salmon ............. 25g protein, 13g fat (3.2g saturated fat) Quinoa .......... 13g protein, 5.Sg fat (0.59g saturated fat)
Cheddar cheese .... 25g protein, 33g fat (2 1g saturated fat) Lentils ...... ...............9g protein, Og fat (Og saturated fat)
Ground beef........... 24g protein, 20g fat (8g saturated fat) Pinto beans ... .9g protein, 0.48g fat (0.058g saturated fat)
Oats ... .. . .. .......... l 7g protein, 6.9g fat (l.2g saturated fat) Alfalfa sprouts ........... .4g protein, lg fat (0 saturated fat)
Tofu ....... : ........... 16g protein, 9g fat (l.3g saturated fat) Milk (2%) .............. 3g protein, 2g fat (lg saturated fat)
TIP: beans and rice toge ther form a complete protein.
-SOURCES
USDA Nutrient Database: http://www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/foodcomp/search
SelfNutritionData.com: http://nutritiondata.self.com/facts/cereal-grains-and-pasta/5744/2

·s taying Sporty in Law School
by Chris Dibbern, Staff Writer
A second-year law student's free time is scarce. Maybe it's
because 2Ls are encouraged to take on more than we can
handle, or maybe it's a newfound freedom that comes with
passing IL year. Regardless, 2Ls are mighty-busy folk.
Several lucky few take paying jobs, while the rest of us :fill
our "dockets" -with classes and-other school-related tasks.
Having the freedom to choose my classes influenced me in
choosing a broad range of courses tliat would help ,me in
my career as an attorney. On top of that, I joined the San
Diego International Law Journal. As it turned out, writing
a 40-pagfi co~ent was simply not enough for me. Tb!it's
why I joined the writing staff here at Motions. What little
time I have left I dedicate to my work study job, my radio
show, and of course, sports classes!
As you may know, law students are at extreme risk of
suffering from the dreaded IL 100. This means, we
are lik:ely to gain 100 pounds from sitting on .our rear
ends studying Assumption of Risk and the Rule Against
Perpetuities. As a futile attempt to work off my IL I 00, I
decided to take tennis and golf classes. While the school
offers a wide range of no-credit recreational sports classes,
I decided 'I better hone my skills on the two most obvious
networking sports in the legal profession.
Golf class meets once a week for an hour and a half at the
Riverwalk Golf Course driving range. Golf js a sport that
requires careful attention to one's swing. So far I have

been able to drive the ball several thousand yards and am
improving every week! It has been a great experience,
and I smile knowing that some day one of the partners will
invite me out to caddy for him at the local "muni." All my
pard work will pay off when I impress him so much with
my knowledg~ of the game and ever-so-strong driving
prowess that I immediately make named partner and ride
off into the sunset on my Hummer-themed golf cart.
While not .as important as mastering golf, tennis presents
several chall~nges j,tsel.f. While the sport comes naturally
easy to me, I :find myself increasingly frustrated with
losing those fuzzy yellow tennis balls. It seems my serve
has the nasty habit of splitting tennis balls in two because
of the sheer power I put behind every swing of the racket.
Another important danger facing today's tennis players
is the awkWard tanning that goes on. The sun somehow
knows you 're playing tennis and thus decides to darken
your neckline ten shades as you ' re rallying. These things
may have initially turned me off, but my love for the sport
has persisted, and ~ look forward to each tennis class.
Staying active as a law student is important, and one must
take note of these classes in choosing a schedule for next
year. As a law student, I thrive on routine, and having the
same activity p lanned for me every week definitely helped
me shed my IL 100. By keeping my clubs and racket in
the whip at all times, I'll always be a step ahead for that
exciting networking session on the links or the courts.

Losers Can Be the
Biggest Winners
by Umar H u.ssain, Staff Writer
Law school softball bas long been considered a sport
for the ultra-competitive, alpha dog, and unathleticsometimes all rolled into one. This creates a fun spectacle
for the outside casual observer. I mean, what's not funny
about a center fielder who thinks he is as athletic as he
was five to eight years ago and believes be has the ability
to throw a ball from center field to a girl who bas never
played catcher in her life for an out at home, but retreats to
get the ball that has passed him and, once he gets it, throws
it anyway ... only to see it sail over the backstop.
Unless you are on a really good team or not in grad school,
you know this is the beauty of Grad/Law Softball.
Winning is always fun, but only a handful of teams really
stand out among the rest. For those who are winning, they
are probably having the best time. I wouldn't know. After
dominating the undergrad league last semester, the Well
Hung Jury ( IL) bas gotten cold in the Grad/Law league.
First, the game is a little different. For the undergrads,
opposing teams pitch to each other, batters h ave less
power, and everyone barely :fields a team. The Grad/Law
league is a whole different ballgame-. We·badn 't found 'a
proper pitcher to pitch to ourselves until last week, when
we scored more than two runs in a game for the .first time
(I2 runs). Giving yourself easy pitches to hit is harder
than it looks. Moreover, law students know how to hit line
drives as opposed to deep hanging sho~s down:field, which
was something we needed to adjust to ·in the outfield.
Another excuse, the fall was much warmer, which makes
the bats less heavy in my opinion. ·Nevertheless, I won't
go so far as to say the Well Hung Jury bas gone limp.
Despite our struggles, the games are as fun as ever. One
would not expect such bebaVior from law students who
always expect to win. The most Unique part of our team,
which is arguably one of the most athletic in the league, is
that despite none of our success from our undergrad league
carrying over to the Grad/Law league, we are not getting
down from our results. We may just be delirious from
the hours spent in class and in the library that we don't
really know·what's going on. We may just be thankful for
not having to apply our brains to something with letters
(though applying our brains to the game might help us
win). It might just be that misery loves company. Or we
may just be happy to be all out there together and cheering
each other on, realizing that this is the one fun and lighthearted aspect of our law school experience. I won't rule
out the libations either.
A ball is dropped in the :field, we talk trash. Someone
strikes out, we yell at our pitcher for throwing nasty stuff.
The ball rolls through someone's legs, we tell them to
close 'em. When it isn't about winning anymore, suddenly,
everyone is winning.
Yes, I did ju st write 500 words about bow I am :fine with
losing. As someone who hates to lose, and has participated
in organized sports all his life, it's the first time I am
comfortable saying it. Sure, winning and having fun is the
best feeling, but losing and having fun is closer to the best
thing than you think.

INTRAMURAl STANDINGS
Now Available at:
USD Law students gather together for a game of "street bowling" after a Dean's Mixer

http://www.motionsonline.org
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Can you feel it? Spring is in the air. Our long and arduous struggle against Old Man Winter and his 55-degree highs
coupled with merely mostly sunny skies are now over. And for you law students, it means a few more weeks before
you finally have to open that E&E and figure out what the heck your professor has been going on and on about these
last few months. Now, let's see what's in the ol' mailbag ...

by Jessica Payne, Associate Editor
Magazine Mongrels

Dear Moe Shuns,

At 8 p.m. on February 2, Public Safety responded to a report
of two male subjects not affiliated with USO soliciting Union
Tribune subscriptions to students. They did not have permission
from the University, so Public Safety asked them to leave with no
further incident.

Why is it that law students booze to the point of retardation?

Magazine Mongrels II: This Ain't Kansas Anymore

(unsigned)

Public Safety responded to a report of a petty theft on February
14 at 12:30 p.m. and determined that an unknown male subject
approached a female student and solicited her for money for
magazine subscriptions. The subject claimed he was a USO
student, and the female student gave the subject $600. However,
there are no students registered with that. name.

Dear Mystery Reader,
You've made a great observation. And I can attest, "the hobby" doesn't stop once you finish law school. It follows you
into your career. So why do those 1n the legal community yearn for the sudsy beckoning of a cool and refreshing pint
of their favorite adult beverage? The reason is not simply "because we're miserable.".That's the easy answer. I happen
to think it's because we're miserable and taking copious amounts of other diversions tends to show up easier on urine
tests.
But I am no psychologist. Hell, I'm barely a competent lawyer. If you're looking for someone to analyze your
subconscious, talk to those old tiger magicians in Vegas, Sigmund and Freud. I can merely give you tips on how to
successfully control your drinking tendencies:
l. Start drinking earlier in the day. Many people will think you could not possibly be drunk at, say, 10:30 in the
morning. Those people will simply assume your slurred speech and grabby fingers must mean you just haven't gotten
your morning cup of coffee yet. Then, when you do actually go for the coffee machine, just pour a little Baileys in
there. I hear it's quite big in Ireland.

2. Why even call it a drinking problem? The way I see it, if you tell me there's a drink that makes you sound smarter
and more charismatic, in addition to making every member of the opposite gender sexier, I'd call that a drinking
solution.
3. Most jobs would frown upon your sudsy shenanigans. But remember, you're working with other lawyers (read:
other like-minded individuals). Similar to how the mafia looks after its own, so too do lawyers. (At least when it
comes to hiding your substance abuse problems. Professionally, lawyers will no doubt stab you in the back while
simultaneously robbing your mother and kicking your dog.)
Well, reader, I hope those tips helped you and your present- and future--drinking pursuits.

Dear Moe,
Just got back from Cancun/or my Spring Break. Don~ get me wrong, I had a great time, but now that.finals are.right
around the corner, I'm really having trouble stayingfocused and motivated/or these nextfev.· weeks. All I can think
about is laying out on that beach while forgetting all my troubles back here in this reality. What should I do?
De-motivated in Mission Valley

Radical Redecorating

Public Safety responded to a report of arson on February
25 at 8:30 p.m., when an unknown· person set fire to a wall
decoration and another resident noticed the ·fire and immediately
extinguished it with her foot and doused the decoration with ·
water. It left a small bum mark on the wall.
Armed and Loaded

At 11 :39 a.m. on February 6, Public Safety responded to a fire
alarm at San Buena Ventura and determined that it was activated
by a resident smoking marijuana. During an authorized room
search, Public Safety also found a pellet ~ and confiscated it.
Duke of Hazaat

Around 2 a.m. on February 10, Public Safety observed a nonstudent driving recklessly on Torero Way. Sap Diego Police
arrested and escorted the individual off-campus.
·
Almost in the Cfoar

At f:51 a.m. on February I2, Public Safety observed two ·
intoxicated subjects exiting a cab in West Lot. Public Safety
officers identified them as USD students and determined that they
were unable to care for themselves. The two students went to
Detox voluntarily and received judicial referrals.
The Karate Kid

At 11 :22 p.m. on February 12, Public Saf~ty responded to a
report of vandalism and gave a student a judicial referral for.
kicking in a window pane in the door to Palomar Residence Hall

Dear De-motivated,
Pressing Problem

You're probably losing focus because you've contracted syphilis. I'm rather sure I saw this in an episode of House,
M.D. That's a show about a doctor addicted to painkillers who diagnoses rare and mysterious diseases, all while
sporting perhaps the most famous neckbeard in television history.
Anyway, so yeah, you've got syphilis.

Hey Moe,
Like most law students, I'm poor. I scour the law school chalkboards looking/or free lunches on a weekly basis. My
problem is that the organizations normally get nasty, greasy, bowel-movement-inducing Dominos Pizza. While it is
convenient for my bottom line, its hell on my waistline. Is there any way to tell these groups to order some healthier
alternatives?
·
Thank you,
Future Lard-o
Hey Lard-o,
I wish I could empathize with you. Fortunately for me, I have quite the metabolism. I eat PopTarts topped with two
strips of bacon and a Twinkie for breakfast each morning. Women stilJ can't get enough of my only-somewhat-flabby
paunch. Still, I do understand your concerns about Dominos and the havoc it wreaks on your digestive tract. I think
my personal record of time between eating a slice ofDominos and using the restroom is 17 minutes, 32 seconds.
Now I must preface this answer with the fact that I am indeed no physician. But I sincerely question whether it is
the Dominos that is making you get all tubby. In fact, I believe Dominos acts more like a laxative, effectively (and
rapidly) flushing o.ut your system with nary a chance for your digestive system to soak up any fat. So it's probably the
lack of any exercise whatsoever that is to blame. Maybe put down the casebook and go for a freaking walk once in
while, "Lard-o."

On February 16 at 11 :35 p.m., Public Safety responded to a fire
alarm. Upon investigation, Public Safety concluded that a student
had activated the fire alarm while ironing a shirt.
Hotboxed Hotrod

At 10: I I p.m. on February 20, during a routine traffic stop.on
Torero Way, Public Safety officers smelled the odor of niarij.uana
coming from the vehicle oftwo-USD students. They cited one ,.
student for being in the presence of marijuana and the other
student for possession.
You Can Keep It

On February I6 at IO a.m., Public Safety
responded to a report of the petty theft of a
student's law textbook from outside of the first
floor women's restroom in Warren Hall.
Homerun Hemp

At I I :59 p.m. on February 24, Public Safety
noticed a USD student's vehicle with the door
open near the softball fields, but the owner of
the vehicle was not present. Marijuana was in
plain view in the middle console of the vehfole.
The owner of the vehicle eventually returned,
and Public Safety gave the student a citation
for possession of marijuana and a judicial
referral.
Water Conquers Fire

Questions, comments, insults, whatever-all are we,lcome. Just send 'em off to motions@sandiego.edu and give Moe
your own two cents.
*Moe Shuns is a disbarred attorney who is currently on parole. A judge has ordered Moe to amass 5,000 hours of community service, which
may include his work on this advice colilmn, as "seemingly shoddy" as it may be. Each l).our that Moe spends helping law students with their
legal problems gets him one step closer to finally getting that ankle bracelet off his leg. Read Moe's complete story at Motions Online.

On March 2 at 1:34 p.m., Public Safety
responded to a fire alarm at Maher Hall. An
investigation determined that the fire alarm had
activated because the sensor was full of water.
There was no sign of smoke or fire in the area,
and no damage occurred.
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"Fiddlegitz, Husband of Sheep"
by Peachdog Jones
Fiddlegitz was a Man who lived in a stream
And ate tiny fishies while living The Dream
Fiddlcgitz. one day, while wading too deep
Fell into a Darkness
And married a Sheep
And the next day, Fiddlegitz thought to himself.
"l am one real sick mutha:·
. So he took a trip to Tahoe, and he felt a lot better
When he returned home, he remembered that
he was married to a Sheep, and Depression
really hit hard Once Again.

~·

The Sheep noticed Fiddlegitz"s tears.
grabbed his fiddle. and began to play!
Which made Fiddlcgitz take his spoon!
And play!
Fiddlegil.7. played 'ti! the momin' light.
and Fiddlegitz played 'ti/ the eve-a-nin '.
And Fiddlegitz played 'ti/ the time was a-right
to srop playin • 'n 'just fiddle-gitz-gee!

Will the Economy Extinguish
the Hopes of Generation Y?

Fidd/e-gitz-gcc, da-doo. dah-da-DOO!
Fiddlc-gitz-gcc-DAH-DA-DOO!

Cartoo11 by Jessica Payne, Associate Jjditor

Moral: Stay out of Montana
(well, at least the Eastern part)

FIND DEAN COLE!

WHATDOYOUSAYTO
A DOG IN BANKRUPTCY?

WHY DOES THE PROPERTY
PROFESSOR LIKE LONG DIVIS10N?

WHY DID THE DOCTOR

SUE THE DUCK?
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WHAT REMEDY DID THE COURT
ORDER FOR THE TIRED PlAINTIFF?
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Fun Page Answers: www.motionsonline.org/tunpage/answers
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